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Abstract

This research presents the development of a phase-based lithographic system for

three-dimensional micropatterning and manipulation. The system uses a spatial

light modulator (SLM) to display specially designed phase holograms. The use of

holograms with the SLM provides a novel approach to photolithography that of-

fers the unique ability to operate in both serial and single-shot modes. In addition

to the lithographic applications, the optical system also possesses the capability to

optically trap microparticles. New advances include the ability to rapidly modify

pattern templates for both serial and single-shot lithography, individually control

three-dimensional structural properties, and manipulate Janus particles with five de-

grees of freedom.

A number of separate research investigations were required to develop the optical

system and patterning method. The processes for designing a custom optical system,

integrating a computer aided design/computer aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM)

platform, and constructing series of phase holograms are presented. The resulting

instrument was used primarily for the photonic excitation of both photopolymers

and proteins and, in addition, for the manipulation of Janus particles. Defining re-

search focused on the automated fabrication of complex three-dimensional microscale

structures based on the virtual designs provided by a custom CAD/CAM interface.

Parametric studies were conducted to access the patterning transfer rate and resolu-

tion of the system.

The research presented here documents the creation of an optical system that

is capable of the accurate reproduction of pre-designed microstructures and optical

paths, applicable to many current and future research applications, and useable by

anyone interested in researching on the microscale.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This research presents the development of an advanced, state-of-the-art optical trap-

ping system for performing both maskless photolithography and micromanipulation.

An optical trap, or optical tweezers, is an instrument capable of manipulating micro-

scopic particles using the inherent momentum of light. First introduced by Ashkin et

al. [2], the single beam gradient optical trap is traditionally used to generate minute

forces (0.1− 150 pN) for micro and nanoparticle manipulation. Over the last decade,

optical traps have moved beyond single beam systems. Multiple traps can be formed

by various techniques including the time-sharing of a single beam [3] and the use

of computer-generated phase holograms with diffractive optical elements to create

several independent beams [4]. Because the later technique produces multiple laser

beams and possesses the capability to form arbitrary intensity distributions, unique

possibilities exist for manipulation and photolithography.

Current photolithographic techniques fall into one of two classes based upon

whether they use a photomask or operate in a maskless fashion. The more widespread

mask-based techniques, characteristic of traditional photolithography, offer highly

parallel patterning with feature sizes under 10 µm. However, current state-of-the-art

photolithography tools use deep ultraviolet (DUV) light with wavelengths of 248 and

193 nm, which allow minimum feature sizes down to ∼30 nm [5]. Although these

mask-based techniques offer high resolution, they are limited in two important ways:

they can perform only two-dimensional (2D) patterning and, due to the wavelength

of light used, the ability to work directly with biological samples is largely eliminated.

To address these limitations while retaining high resolution, several serial laser-based
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techniques have been developed. By using femtosecond pulsed lasers with wave-

lengths in the visible range, researches have achieved ∼100 nm resolution [6, 7]. The

use of visible wavelength lasers that rely on the two-photon effect provides a means

to pattern biological samples. In addition, by using a high precision translational

stage to move the sample with respect to the focused laser beam, three-dimensional

(3D) structures have been realized. The added dimension along with the capabil-

ity to pattern biomolecules is a significant improvement over mask-based techniques,

but results in a strictly serial fabrication process. Soft lithography techniques, such

as microcontact printing, have been coupled with direct-write methods to provide

greater parallel output. An improved technique would result if the advantages of the

aforementioned methods were combined.

This research outlines the construction of an optical system, including hard-

ware and software, that can perform 3D dynamic maskless holographic lithography

(DMHL) in a parallel fashion, while retaining its ability to position and rotate trapped

particles. The Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm and an electrically addressed spatial light

modulator (SLM) are used to create and display phase holograms, respectively. A

holographic approach to light manipulation enables arbitrary and efficient parallel

photo-patterning. The predominant goal of the research is to design a hybrid system

that can adapt to a variety of current and future research applications, and remain

useable by anyone interested in light modulation at the micro and nano level.

1.1 Research Motivation

This research focuses on the development of a lithographic process that attempts to

join the respective strengths of mask-based and maskless photolithography. These

strengths include precision, ease of use, compatibility with varying sample types,

cost effectiveness, and throughput. The research described uses a custom built op-
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tical system with a specially designed graphical user interface (GUI) to facilitate

a microlithographic process combining the aforementioned strengths of mask-based

and maskless techniques.

The ability to localize laser power to predetermined areas through the use of laser

direct-write (LDW) lithography is a well accepted method for maskless microfabri-

cation [8, 9]. During this process, 3D structures are transferred by serially scanning

a highly focused laser beam within a photosensitive material. The localized pho-

toexcitation that results from exposure to the beam crosslinks targeted regions and

reduces solubility. The desired structure is then obtained by dissolving away the re-

maining unexposed material [10, 11]. Direct-write technology traditionally applied to

the semiconductor industry has recently been used in new applications including the

fabrication of DNA oligonucleotide sensors on silicon [12, 13] and the production of

localized chemical reactivity on target substrates [14, 15, 16]. LDW is an attractive

lithographic technique because it eliminates the need to construct and align masks

while offering non-contact pattern transfer for chemically and mechanically sensitive

substrates. The process is strictly serial, however, which can result in fabrication

times of several minutes to hours for a single structure. This effectively precludes the

direct mass production of structures using LDW processes.

In order to improve processing throughput and reduce costs several parallel laser-

based lithographic techniques are under development. Diffractive optical elements

(DOE) have been used to directly project and transfer arbitrary patterns onto glass

and biological substrates [17]. DOEs offer excellent control over array and image

generation; however, they can dilute laser power and require multi-axis stages for 3D

structure creation. In order to maximize power delivery, holographic techniques such

as multibeam interference and multiplexed phase Fresnel lenses (MPFL) have been

used for microfabrication [18, 19, 20]. The advantage of multibeam interference is the
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ability to pattern large-scale areas; however, the system requires complex alignment,

and it proves difficult to control the shape and position of the interference area. The

MPFL method provides an efficient method for directing light in three dimensions,

but to date only simple ablation patterns have been produced in glass.

We seek to advance current micro- and nano-patterning by integrating holographic

techniques with photolithography to create a rapidly reconfigurable, maskless, par-

allel and mechanically static 3D patterning tool. The use of a SLM enables the

instantaneous display of various phase holograms [21, 22]. The benefit of a holo-

graphic approach lies in the freedom to direct laser light to any point or in any

pattern without the use of a mechanical stage or photomask. A second thrust of this

research is the creation of an user-accessible and customizable instrument. Often

times the operation of commercial systems depend on a ‘black box’ providing little

if any access to design parameters. All design and control aspects are performed in

common software packages, namely SolidWorks and MATLAB, facilitating the oper-

ation and use of the instrument. The individual user has control over the entire set

of system parameters. The method presented, capable of generating 3D microscale

structures in a reconfigurable and user-friendly process, will push the state-of-the-art

concerning the industrial and research manufacturing validity of photolithography.

1.2 Research Objectives

The predominant goal of this research was to produce a system capable of highly

parallel 3D laser processing. The objectives set forth to achieve this goal have been:

Objective 1: Determine the relevant optical properties of the DMHL sys-

tem for hologram design and apply corrections for aberration and other

optical artifacts to produce high resolution patterns
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Optical systems are inherently non-ideal and therefore require a certain degree

of optimization to account for aberration, coherency, and diffraction. While a SLM

provides the necessary ability to direct and redirect light in multiple dimensions,

surface roughness and other physical characteristics may introduce optical aberra-

tions to a system. Although many corrective methods have been demonstrated for

other optical systems, including optical tweezers and hologram based lithography

each system presents a unique set of characterization challenges. Because effective

correction methods for the instrument depend on both the optical components and

the laser light source, thorough characterization of each is warranted. By either us-

ing optical models of the DMHL system or applying real-time feedback corrections,

the holograms generated on the SLM can be tailored for optimal image reproduction.

Through image analysis corrective phase holograms are created to enhance resolution

and provide appropriate control over beam quality. In addition testing of the SLM

with a specific laser source will enable the prediction and validation of minimum

attainable feature size.

In order to achieve minimum feature size and maximum parallel processing ca-

pability, the proposed research will focus upon the creation of phase holograms, the

transmission efficiency of the phase holograms displayed on the SLM, the attenua-

tion of optical aberrations, the incorporation of a motorized translational stage for

enhanced parallel processing, and the examination of various magnification micro-

scope objectives.

Objective 2: Incorporate a CAD interface capable of rendering two- and

three-dimensional images into the system, which will in turn, either seri-

ally or in a single shot, translate them into real world structures

The realization of complex patterns should be greatly facilitated through suffi-
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cient automation of instrumentation and through the use of patterning methods based

upon computer aided design (CAD) and computer aided manufacturing (CAM). Pat-

terns generated in the CAD/CAM software should interface smoothly with the optical

system and provide a means to rapidly translate both entire and piecewise discretized

patterns.

Maskless approaches offer techniques for patterning that avoid the use of pho-

tomasks and create patterns either by scanning (direct write systems) or by imaging

(projection systems); in many of these cases, the process is limited to a single plane.

Using the CAD/CAM interface to relay two-dimensional (2D) patterns to multiple

focal planes will result in a progression beyond the single patterning plane. The

ability to read input patterns and specify entire or discretized form using phase holo-

grams will enable the DMHL system to combine both scanning and imaging into a

single instrument.

The proposed research will focus on evaluating several algorithms required for the

translation of patterns into phase holograms. Criteria shall include hologram gen-

eration rate, image conversion fidelity, and ultimate resolution transferred to given

substrates. In addition parameters affecting image character including laser power,

writing speed (for serial patterning), and dwell time will be examined.

Objective 3: Integrate proteins and other biomolecules into the parallel

construction of micro structures and devices

Maskless patterning techniques are increasingly implemented in semiconductor re-

search and manufacturing eliminating the need for costly masks or masters. Recent

application of these techniques to biomolecular and micropatterning demonstrates

the adaptability of maskless processes. DMHL is a lithographic process for dynami-

cally reconfiguring, arbitrarily positioning, and steering computer-generated patterns
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or single beams through the use of phase holograms. The system provides the ability

to process and pattern semiconductor based materials such as photoresists yet has a

distinct advantage over other processes. The extrinsic quality of the proposed instru-

ment provides a method to address aqueous phase biomicrotechnolgy experimental

systems in which detection, transport, and handling are vital.

The technology is not only applicable to aqueous systems but has a multitude of

possible applications due to the ability to direct energy to specific locations within

a substrate with high spatial and temporal sensitivity. With this in mind, several

chemical applications are possible including photoresist and protein patterning, bio-

chemical functionalization, and surface initiated polymerization.

1.3 Research Impact

The reported research advanced the state-of-the-art by integrating holographic pat-

tern generation with photolithography to create a rapidly reconfigurable, maskless,

and 3D patterning tool. The high capital costs of mask fabrication equipment and the

time delays associated with off-site production currently limit the lithographic capa-

bilities of many users. This research has developed a relatively inexpensive, maskless,

and rapidly tailorable photolithographic instrument. In order to easily interact and

study at the microscale, the researcher must have the capacity to quickly modify

and redirect energy. Creating a photolithographic platform that is completely cus-

tomizable enables the instrument to be integrated with design software to automate

serial and single-shot command inputs while providing parallel control for 3D pattern

transmission between system and substrate. This new paradigm in photolithography

reduces the capital costs associated with current mask reliant technologies, increases

parallel processing ability, and opens an avenue for diversified biological photo-based

experimentation.
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Many techniques including optical projection lithography (OPL) perform bulk

pattern transfer, however, are limited by incompatibility with some biological sys-

tems and lack parallel, 3D spatial pattern processing capabilities [23]. Maskless

optical projection lithography (MOPL) offers a means to pattern oligonucleotides

[24] and DNA [25], but again higher resolution MOPL techniques (tens to hundreds

of nanometers) have not been shown to match the speed or efficiency of phase holo-

grams for the production of arbitrary intensity distributions for the fabrication of

3D structures. The presented research expands control over maskless image resolu-

tion and fidelity to three dimensions though optical based corrections and processing

techniques. For example, extrinsic and temporal control over interfacial properties

provides a method for micro and nanoscale manipulation of aqueous phase biochem-

ical systems, including DNA and proteins. The ability to microscopically process

aqueous materials in a rapidly reconfigurable, 3D, and parallel process will push

the state-of-the-art concerning the industrial and research manufacturing validity of

bio-microtechnology.

1.4 Organization

The optical system presented has two main applications: highly reconfigurable pho-

tolithography and holographic optical trapping. The following chapters explain the

construction of the system along with optical trapping theory and the use of phase

holograms with a spatial light modulator (SLM). All of these topics contribute toward

the stated goal of creating a system that readily manipulates light in a maskless fash-

ion while retaining the ability to perform multiple applications, adapting to several

research areas, and remaining usable by those interested in micro- and nano-systems.

The various accomplishments of the research effort towards these goals are presented

in this document as follows:
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Chapter 2 introduces the theory behind holographic optical trapping. Design con-

siderations, construction processes, and phase hologram generation algorithms are

presented.

Chapter 3 discusses the design of both 2D and 3D serial patterning. Performance

limits and experimental results are presented in a variety of substrates.

Chapter 4 presents an a single-shot approach for photolithography using the SLM.

Resolution limits and experimental results are presented.

Chapter 5 introduces a method for near holonomic control using an optical trap and

magnetic hybrid system. The system allows for the application of increased torque

to microscopic particles. Theoretical and experimental results are presented.

Chapter 6 concludes the research and lists future goals for its continuance.
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Chapter 2

The Design and Development of a

Custom Optical System

This chapter focuses on the design and development of a custom optical system to per-

form both microscale photolithography and manipulation. The instrument is based

largely upon current optical trapping configurations due to their ability to efficiently

manipulate light in three dimensions at the microscale. The factors involved in the

construction of the presented optical system are therefore synonymous with those of

an optical trap. These factors include the selection of an appropriate source laser,

methods for directing the laser beam, and the integration of proper optical compo-

nents. Along with the instrument hardware, this chapter also discusses the selection

and programming of control software and algorithms for beam manipulation.

2.1 Optical Trapping Background

An optical trap uses the inherent momentum of light to manipulate micro- and

nanoscopic particles. The force applied due to this momentum is found by first

considering the momentum of single photon, ~ω/c. In this equation ~ is Planck’s

constant, ω is the angular frequency of light and c is the speed of light. Because a

light source emitting a power of P produces a photonic flux of P/~ω photons per

second, the momentum flux can be expressed as:

ΦM =
~ω
c

P

~ω
= P/c. (2.1)

Previous work has shown that a 1 W incident laser beam will produce a 6.7 nN

force on a reflective 5 µm polystyrene particle resulting in a particle acceleration of
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∼105 m/s2 [26]. On the microscale these values are quite substantial. After observing

this phenomena, Ashkin et al. [2] pioneered the development of the single beam

gradient optical trap. In addition to the scattering force resulting from radiation

pressure, the gradient optical trap relies upon a lateral force that holds particles near

the center of the beam. As evident in the name, this force is termed the gradient force.

The balance between the scattering and gradient forces enable precise and accurate

control over particle position, velocity, and rotation in optical traps. Because of

this degree of control, optical traps have been used in many applications including

examination of biomolecular interactions [27].

Optical tweezers have also been configured using multiple beams to trap more than

one particle simultaneously. This can be accomplished by using a fast steering mirror

(FSM) to share a single beam, creating separate light paths, or by using computer

generated holograms (CGHs). A FSM can be made to trap multiple particles by

alternating the location of a single beam as long as the beam is positioned with a

sufficient rate. This rate depends on the number of particles trapped and relies on the

viscous drag of the trapping medium to hold the particles in position while the laser

is away. The use of separate light paths requires independent positioning systems

for each beam used. Thus, fabricating a system with more than two beams becomes

expensive [28]. The use of CGHs coupled with diffractive optical elements, such as

SLMs, expands the ability to trap multiple particles in three dimensions. A CGH is

essentially a diffraction pattern that produces a diffracted beam of a desired form. By

creating several patterns with multiple focal points, it has been shown that several

particles can be trapped and actuated simultaneously [29, 30, 4, 21]. This ability to

direct light in three dimensions has application not only in optical trapping, but also

in photolithography as will be discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
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2.2 Spatial Light Modulator and Phase Holograms

Spatial light modulators are essentially two dimensional programmable transparencies

capable of controlling the wavefront of an incident light beam. Initially used as purely

amplitude- or intensity-based display technologies, SLMs have found new phase-based

applications in adaptive optics, holographic projections, and optical tweezers. Phase-

based SLMs produce phase variations by changing the path length of the incoming

beam either by variation in the refractive index or medium thickness.

Liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS) is the most prominent technology used for SLMs.

LCOS is a reflective microdisplay technology based on a silicon backplane. The

backplane is used to electronically address and interface with individual aluminum

pixels affixed to a liquid crystal layer. The aluminum acts as both an electrode and

a mirror, allowing optical interaction with the liquid crystal layer. The liquid crystal

layer is typically composed of nematic phase liquid crystals. Nematics have fluidity

similar to that of ordinary (isotropic) liquids but they can be easily aligned by an

external magnetic or electric field. Because of this property, a light wave passing

through the material will see different refractive indices depending on the molecular

orientation of the liquid crystal relative to the electric field component and direction

of propagation. The orientation of this refractive index relates directly to the long

and short axes of the liquid crystal molecules [31]. The difference in refractive indices

(ordinary no and extraordinary ne) produces a phase delay as the wave propagates

through the layer of liquid crystal material of thickness dm at a given wavelength λ

such that the phase of wave emerging from the material is:

φe = 2π
dm(ne − no)

λ
. (2.2)

Phase modulation is achieved according to the alignment of each liquid crystal in the

display (Figure 2.1), which is dictated by voltages applied through the electrically
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Figure 2.1: Cross section of a typical LCOS based SLM. The refractive index of
the liquid crystals above each pixel in modified by applying a voltage dictated by the
very large scale integration (VLSI) die. The modified refractive index then adjusts
the phase of incoming plane wavelets, X1 - X5, to create the desired phase delays.

addressed backplane [32, 33]. The modulation can create several phase levels to

generate high quality phase holograms with low signal to noise ratios. For this reason

a LCOS type SLM was selected.

The SLM used in this work was a HOLOEYE LC-R 2500 capable of both ampli-

tude and phase modulation. Although the SLM can be used for amplitude modula-

tion, as explained earlier we operated in phase only mode in order to produce phase

holograms. The SLM can produce 256 phase levels (8-bit). For this reason the SLM

can act as a hologram that only modifies the phase of the beam. This is important

for optical trapping as well as lithography because phase modulation provides in-

creased intensity transfer when compared to amplitude modulation, so the maximum

amount of light reaches the target material. The resolution of the SLM and phase

holograms are also important factors affecting transmission efficiency. The resolution

of our SLM was 1024 x 768 pixels; however, only 512 x 512 pixel phase holograms

were displayed. This resolution was selected not only to ensure uniform illumination
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Figure 2.2: The Fourier relationship between the phase in the hologram plane and
the image at the focal plane of the objective. By performing either Fourier transforms
(FT) or inverse Fourier transforms (FT−1), the image at one plane can be derived
from the phase at the other and vice versa.

of the hologram as described in Section 2.3.2, but also to reduce the computational

time for phase calculations.

In order to create the phase holograms necessary for optical manipulation using

the SLM, several algorithms were examined. For these algorithms, the laser beam is

defined by the complex field:

u = a exp(iφ) (2.3)

where a is the amplitude of the field and φ is the phase. All the algorithms presented

depend on the Fourier transforming property of lenses to generate a desired light

intensity pattern in the image plane. Figure 2.2 demonstrates that there is a Fourier

transform relationship between the complex field, uh, at the BFP of the objective

and the complex field, ui, at the focus of the objective. This relationship is simply

expressed as:

ui(xi, yi) = F{uh(xh, yh)}. (2.4)

If one of the complex fields is given, the other can be calculated by taking the appro-

priate Fourier or inverse Fourier transform. This indicates that the image field pro-
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duced can be considered a miniaturized version of the Fraunhofer (far-field) diffraction

pattern that would eventually be produced by the beam propagating from the SLM

[22]. The complex field of the beam after reflecting off SLM is given by:

uh = a exp[i(φ + φh)] (2.5)

where φh is the phase contribution due to the hologram. The phase φh is calculated in

the following algorithms based on the intensity Id(xi, yi) desired at the image plane.

The three algorithms discussed are direct binary search, gratings and lenses, and the

Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm.

2.2.1 Direct Binary Search Algorithm

The direct binary search algorithm (DBSA) is capable of synthesizing phase holo-

grams that create predefined intensity distributions in three dimensions [34]. The

algorithm is initialized by letting φh = φr, where φr is a two-dimensional array of

random phase values. This random phase corresponds to some light distribution ui

at the image plane, which can be compared to the desired distribution, ud. An error

function is defined to compare the two fields. Any property of the field can be used

to quantify error, however, a typical selection is the difference between the modulus

of the amplitudes of the two fields [22]. Once an error function has been selected, the

phase of random pixels in the hologram plane are changed one by one. As each pixel

value is changed, a new error function value is computed. If a reduction in the error

function occurs, the pixel change is retained; otherwise, the original value is restored.

One iteration has occurred once every pixel has been accessed. The algorithm termi-

nates when no pixel phase change is required to minimize the error function during

an entire iteration.

Because every pixel must be addressed during each iteration, the main drawback of

the DBSA approach is the computational time required. A hologram with dimensions
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MxN requires an error calculation to be performed M ·N times in each iteration and

it can take multiple iterations before the final hologram is found. In our system a 512 x

512 pixel resolution is used, so it can take several minutes to calculate an appropriate

hologram. Since adaptability is a paramount concern in our system and hundreds

of holograms are required for serial patterning applications, a computationally faster

algorithm is desirable.

2.2.2 Gratings and Lenses Algorithm

The gratings and lenses algorithm uses the phase characteristics of two basic optical

components: gratings that produce lateral shifts and lenses that produce axial shifts.

The algorithm is capable of generating holograms that result in several independent

foci in multiple planes.

In order to envision holographic lateral and axial shifts it is convenient to consider

a single focal point, as an example. A beam with planar phase fronts at the hologram

plane corresponds to a single focused point at the image plane. This point can

be moved by altering the phase at the hologram plane. For example, as shown in

Figure 2.3, a phase hologram that has an inclined phase front or grating will produce

a point in the image plane displaced laterally proportional to the magnitude of the

grating. The phase required to produce a lateral shift (∆x, ∆y) is calculated by:

φgrating(xh, yh) = 2π(∆x xh + ∆y yh), (2.6)

where xh and yh are components of the complex field at the focal plane of the mi-

croscope objective. Figure 2.3 shows a phase-based lens may also be implemented to

move the focal point axially within a substrate. The lens is composed of a series of

concentric circles, which directs light in the same manner as a traditional physical

lens. The phase-based lens changes the focal length of the entire system resulting in
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Figure 2.3: Phase required for the lateral positioning φgrating (top) and axial po-
sitioning φlens (bottom) of the individual points within a 3D structure. The phase
values capable of display range between 0 and 2π. The green circles represent the
propagation of the laser beam.

an axial displacement. The phase necessary to accomplish this movement is defined

by:

φlens(xh, yh) =
2π∆f

λf 2
e

(x2
h + y2

h), (2.7)

where fe is the effective focal length, ∆f is the desired change in focal length,

and λ is the wavelength of light. The total phase, incorporating both the lateral shift

and axial shift, may be calculated by:

φh = mod(φgrating + φlens, 2π). (2.8)
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Displaying the hologram resulting from Equation 2.8 on the SLM produces a spot

positioned in a desired 3D spatial position.

The gratings and lenses approach can also be used to generate multiple beams

that can be independently controlled. For N number of beams there are N field

components, uh,n. After calculating the field components using the previously de-

scribed method, the addition of the field components will give the total field required

to produce the required hologram,

φh = arg
N∑

n=1

(uh,n) (2.9)

where arg returns the phase angles, in radians, for the complex field. Equation 2.9

is an approximate solution for the phase of the desired beam array because the

magnitude of uh is replaced by a constant and the relative phases of the beams are

fixed [22]. Although this method is capable of rapidly generating singe and multiple

foci in three dimensions, it does not provide a means to produce more complex

intensity distributions at the focal plane. Therefore, a more robust method is required

to produce phase holograms capable of both serial and single-shot photolithography.

2.2.3 Gerchberg-Saxton Algorithm

The Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm is an iterative Fourier-transform-based algorithm

that calculates the phase required at the hologram plane to produce a predefined

intensity distribution at the focal plane [35]. Unlike the gratings and lenses approach

in which the phase between the traps is fixed, this algorithm provides phase freedom

by iteratively optimizing both the hologram and image plane phase values. Because

beam shaping is limited to the focal plane, however, only 2D intensity patterns can

be generated. A predefined intensity pattern, Id(xi, yi), can be anything from a single
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dot to a completely arbitrary distribution. The end goal is to find the phase at the

hologram plane so that:

Id = F{exp[φh(xh, yh)]}2, (2.10)

which will result in the desired pattern being transferred to the image plane. The

algorithm is initialized by assigning a random phase, φr, and unit amplitude to the

hologram plane. Substituting into Equation 2.3, the first step of the algorithm is

given by:

uh,1 = exp(iφr). (2.11)

This field is next propagated to the image plane by taking its Fourier transform. This

is done during each of n iterations as:

ui,n = F{uh,n}. (2.12)

Then the phase from the resulting complex field at the image plane is retained, how-

ever, the amplitude is replaced with an amplitude derived from the desired intensity:

φi,n = arg(ui,n), (2.13)

u∗i,n =
√

Idexp(iφi,n). (2.14)

By taking the inverse Fourier transform of Equation 2.14 the field is propagated back

to the hologram plane:

u∗h,n = F−1{u∗i,n}. (2.15)

Now at the hologram plane, the phase is retained and the amplitude is replaced again

with a uniform constant amplitude:

φh,n+1 = arg(u∗h,n), (2.16)

uh,n+1 = exp(iφh,n+1). (2.17)
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This completes one iteration giving a phase approximation that when transformed

approximates the desired intensity. The algorithm quickly converges, after complet-

ing roughly a few iterations, producing the desired phase, φh = arg(uh) [22, 35].

As mentioned previously the algorithm results in a hologram that produced a two

dimensional intensity distribution or pattern. The Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm can

be combined with the gratings and lenses algorithm to obtain a third dimension of

control. By modifying Equation 2.8 to include phase distributions for lateral and

axial offsets:

φh = mod(φh + φgrating + φlens, 2π), (2.18)

the 2D pattern can be positioned in 3D to provide a greater degree of control. This

capability is utilized in both serial and single-shot patterning.

2.3 Optical System Design

The optical system used in this work was built with an inverted microscope (Zeiss

Axiovert 200) and two interchangeable lasers: (1) a continuous wave Nd:YAG at

532 nm (Melles Griot 85-GHS-306) with a maximum output power of 3 W and (2) a

pulsed Nd:YVO4 at 532 nm (Coherent PRISMA-532-12-V) with a maximum output

power of 12 W. The laser beam was polarized by a 1/2 waveplate before being

expanded and collimated to slightly overfill the SLM display. Proper polarization

ensures maximum energy transfer during phase modulation, while a slight overfill

ensures the beam is incident upon the entire SLM display. Only the first diffraction

order was used for patterning and trapping; therefore, unwanted diffraction orders

created by the SLM were removed by spatial filtering. Using a series of lenses and

mirrors the phase modulated light from the SLM was directed into the epi-fluorescence

port of the microscope. A dichroic beam splitter enabled real-time CCD camera

(Hamamatsu C2400) monitoring of the sample surface (a 610 nm longpass glass filter
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of the holographic system. The SLM plane is imaged
onto the pupil plane of the microscope objective using lenses (f) and mirrors (m).
The laser beam is first expanded and collimated by lenses fE1 and fE2. The laser is
then directed through lenses f1-f4, introduced to the optical path by a dichroic beam
splitter (DBS), and passed through the microscope objective to the focal plane. The
focal lengths of the lenses are fE1 12.5 mm, fE2 125 mm, f1 750 mm, f2 300 mm, f3
150 mm, and f4 100 mm.

prevents camera saturation) and directed the laser beam into the specimen plane

through a high numerical aperture (NA) objective, Zeiss Plan-Apochromat 100x/1.4

NA. The objective is designed for DIC microscopy, so the polarization of the laser

was maintained. Because the objective is highly corrected, the transmittance drops

to ∼75% (see Figure 2.5) reducing the maximum power level that the focal plane can

receive to ∼2.25 W and ∼9.00 W for the continuous and pulsed layers, respectively.

These values do not include losses associated with the diffraction efficiencies of the

SLM, which are quantified in a later section. A 10x/0.3 NA Zeiss Plan-Neofluar

objective was also used to create larger scale micropatterns. A transmittance curve
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Figure 2.5: Transmittance as a function of wavelength for Zeiss Plan-Apochromat
100x/1.4 NA Oil DIC objective. The transmission at 532 nm is ∼75%.

was not provided for this objective. The entire system was mounted on a vibration

isolation table (Newport) to minimize disturbances. The position of the beam in the

specimen plane is controlled by the SLM positioned at a BFP of the objective. This

setup translates phase angles introduced by the holograms displayed on the SLM into

displacements at the trapping plane.

2.3.1 Laser Selection Considerations

The laser wavelength plays a major role in defining the ultimate resolution of the opti-

cal system. Because the SLM only provides 2π phase shifting between 400− 700 nm,

the lasers used during the course of this research had operating wavelengths of

532 nm. From the Rayleigh criterion

dmin =
1.22λ

2NA
(2.19)

where dmin is the minimum spot size, maximum lateral resolutions of ∼232 nm and

∼1082 nm would be expected using the 1.4 NA and 0.3 NA objectives, respectively.
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The non-dimensional coefficient, 1.22, is an empirical factor derived from the position

of the first dark ring surrounding the central Airy disc of the diffraction pattern. This

coefficient, which we term k1, will later be calculated based on the properties of our

optical system to quantify patterning capability. Because the Rayleigh criterion as-

sumes a single-photon process, higher resolution would be expected in a multiphoton

process. A femtosecond pulsed Ti:sapphire laser would ideally be used for patterning

as it can easily access the wavelengths necessary for most photoresists. However,

the 532 nm nanosecond pulsed laser was selected due to cost considerations. Despite

lower spatial resolution, this laser is a viable alternative that provides the ability to

both trap and micropattern using the SLM.

2.3.2 SLM Setup

The optical system was designed from the objective back to the laser. The major

design concern was ensuring the SLM was positioned to fill the pupil plane of the

objective. In order to determine the proper focal lengths and placements of lenses,

a simple ray-transfer matrix approach was used to calculate movement at the focal

plane. Under the paraxial condition, the relationship between the input and the

output of an optical component can be written as:

[
y2

θ2

]
=

[
A B
C D

] [
y1

θ1

]
. (2.20)

The variables y1 and θ1 are the position and angle at the object plane (input), the

variables y2 and θ2 are the position and angle at the image plane (output), and the

matrix

M =

[
A B
C D

]
(2.21)

is termed the ray-transfer matrix or the ABCD matrix.
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There are several elementary components commonly encountered in ray tracing

problems. Three of the more elementary ray transfer matrices describe free space

propagation:

M =

[
1 d
0 1

]
, (2.22)

propagation through a lens:

M =

[
1 0
− 1

f
1

]
, (2.23)

and refraction at a planar interface [36]:

M =

[
1 0
0 1

]
. (2.24)

In these equations, d is the distance of propagation and f is the focal length of the

lens. The equations presented are valid when the propagation medium is air (n = 1).

These three equations are the basis for the remaining analysis of propagation within

the custom optical system.

The matrix for propagation through a single thin lens, from focal length to focal

length, can be calculated using the lens and free space transfer matrices as follows:

[
y2

θ2

]
=

[
1 f
0 1

] [
1 0
− 1

f
1

] [
1 f
0 1

] [
y1

θ1

]
=

[
0 f
− 1

f
0

] [
y1

θ1

]
. (2.25)

The Fourier transforming property of lenses is observed through examination of equa-

tion 2.25. That is, the angular displacements at the object plane become spatial

displacements at the image plane and vice versa. This is a fundamental observation

that becomes important in the later discussion of phase holograms. Using the result

from equation 2.25 the ray-transfer matrix for a two lens system is given by:

[
y2

θ2

]
=

[
0 f1

− 1
f1

0

] [
0 f2

− 1
f2

0

] [
y1

θ1

]
=

[
−f2

f1
0

0 −f1

f2

] [
y1

θ1

]
. (2.26)
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As can be seen, the addition of second lens re-establishes the direct relationship for

lateral and angular input between the object and image planes. Thus, it can be con-

cluded that for even number lens systems lateral displacements are directly related

to the input coordinates, while for odd number lens systems the lateral displace-

ments are directly related to the input angles. Because the SLM controls phase, an

odd number lens system is required to Fourier transform angular input into lateral

displacements that produce a specific image at the sample plane.

A five lens system was selected due to the need to direct the beam inside the

inverted microscope and the spatial constraints of the optical bench. The ray-transfer

matrix of a five lens system is expressed as:

[
y2

θ2

]
=

[
0 f1f3f5

f2f4

− f2f4

f1f3f5
0

] [
y1

θ1

]
. (2.27)

The focal length f5 is equal to the focal length of the microscope object, fobj, in the

system. The objective focal length is calculated as follows:

fobj =
fT

M
, (2.28)

where fT is the focal length of the microscope’s tube lens and M is the magnification.

A 100x objective and a tube lens with fT = 164.5 mm are used resulting in a focal

length of fobj = 1.65 mm. Inserting this value Equation 2.27 becomes:

y2 = 1.65
f1f3

f2f4

θ1 (2.29)

θ2 = 0.61
f2f4

f1f3

y1. (2.30)

The remaining focal lengths are design variables, but are constrained by the size

of the SLM display and entrance pupil of the objective. The entrance pupil of the
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100x objective is 5 mm, while the SLM has dimensions of 19.6 mm x 14.6 mm. The

design challenge was finding a lens combination that satisfies these two parameters.

Due to the depth of the epi-fluorescence port f4 was selected to be 100 mm and

f3 was selected to be 150 mm. Selection of these focal lengths also resulted in a

magnification of M1 = f4

f3
= 0.67 which also aides in reducing the the beam to the

size of the entrance pupil. From this point the magnification necessary to reduce the

beam to 5 mm is ∼0.38. The closest combination of standard lenses, f2 of focal length

300 mm and f1 of 750 mm, produce a magnification of M2 = f2

f1
= 0.40. With these

focal lengths the beam reaches the entrance pupil with a diameter of 5.23 mm. This

amount of overfill allows 95% of the incident power to reach the objective. To ensure

a uniform distribution of intensity is incident upon the SLM, the beam is expanded

to fill the larger dimension of the display. Factoring in the size of the source beam

and its divergence a reasonable approximation for the source beam passing through

the half waveplate is 1.9-2.0 mm. Therefore a 10x magnification is required to fill the

SLM display. A telescopic arrangement of two lenses, fe2 and fe1, are used to expand

and collimate the beam. Focal lengths of 125 mm and 12.5 mm produced the desired

10x magnification resulting in a 19-20 mm beam diameter.

2.3.3 Alignment of the Optical System

After designing the optical system and obtaining the required components, the align-

ment of the system can be performed. The alignment steps are:

1. Position each optical component based on the design specifications.

2. Direct the laser beam into the microscope for coarse alignment.

3. Fine tune and test the system.

4. Fine tune and test the system using the first diffraction order.
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The general layout of the optical trap is depicted in Figure 2.4. Alignment was

performed wearing the proper safety equipment and in compliance with laser safety

standards. The laser is of a visible wavelength, so a standard 3 x 5 note card was

used to visualize the location and size of the beam.

Because movement disrupts alignment, the larger components (microscope, laser,

SLM) were first mounted on a vibration isolation table. The lenses in the epi-

fluorescence port were removed and the DBS was placed in the filter cube turret.

Lens f4 was mounted in the same filter cube as the DBS positioning the lens exactly

one focal length away from the entrance pupil of the objective.

The laser beam was first expanded and collimated to fill the SLM display using

lenses fE1 and fE2. The lenses were placed such that their focal points coincided.

Because the SLM is a reflective element, it was positioned at a small angle relative

to the laser path (< 10◦). This prevents the beam from being reflected directly back

to the source and allows the beam to propagate through the rest of the system. Lens

f1 was placed a focal length away from the SLM. After passing through the lens the

beam is directed towards two coupled mirrors (m1 and m2) which reflect the beam to

a periscope. The periscope consisting of mirrors m3 and m4 is used to raise the beam

to the plane of the epi-fluorescence port. The height of the periscope adds to the

length of the beam path, so this must be accounted for when positioning additional

components. The periscope is strategically positioned such that m4 is at the focus

of both lenses f3 and f4. By placing the mirror in this plane, changes to its angle

will only result in angular changes at the trapping plane. The ability to move the

location of the beam with m4 and correct for angular changes using mirrors m1 and

m2 is useful for fine alignment and, later, for centering the first diffracted order in

the objective.
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Now mirror m4 is removed and the beam is directed towards the ceiling where

a mark has been made to designate a point directly above the periscope assembly.

Mirrors m1 and m2 are now used to adjust the beam axis by “walking” the beam

until its focus hits the mark on the ceiling. This insures the beam contains minimal

angular deviation. Mirror m4 is replaced and the beam enters the microscope. Lens

f2 is put into position between the two sets of mirrors. Now two iris diaphragms

are positioned ∼100 mm apart, aligned with the center of the epi-fluorescence port,

and contracted to a small diameter. If the beam passes through the center of the

diaphragms, a level beam is entering the microscope. However, if the beam is off-

axis, mirror m4 is adjusted until the beam passes through the center of both iris

diaphragms. The iris diaphragms should now be opened.

Next, lens f3 is inserted into the optical system and a fully contracted iris di-

aphragm is placed into an open position in the microscope objective turret. If the

beam passes through the diaphragm opening, the laser is properly aligned. If not

aligned, lens f3 can be used to center the beam using careful positioning. The di-

ameter of the laser beam can now be measured to ensure a proper size. If the beam

diameter is an improper size, an adjustment to the focal lengths of the collimating

lenses needs to be made using the calculations presented earlier. The objective turret

can now be rotated to exchange the open position with the 100x microscope objective.

The beam can now be viewed with the CCD camera. The laser is turned off or

blocked and a glass coverslip is placed in the microscope to be imaged by the 100x

objective. The condenser is switched off once the surface of the coverslip has been

brought into focus. The laser is now turned on and laser light should be visible

on the CCD monitor. The laser beam should condense and spread on itself when

the microscope is brought in and out of focus. This shows that the laser beam is

properly aligned and perpendicular to the coverslip. If aligned improperly, the beam
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spot will move or spread non-uniformly as the focus is adjusted. To correct laser

beam alignment, minor adjustments are made to the beam steering mirrors, while

watching the reaction of the beam on the monitor. Once aligned the system in now

ready to be aligned for a second time with an active SLM.

At this point, the zero laser order has been aligned in the trap; however, for

reasons discussed earlier both trapping and patterning with the SLM must occur in

the first diffracted order. A simple phase grating is displayed on the SLM to position

the center of the first diffracted order a desired distance away from the zero order.

Only the zero order is visible on the CCD monitor, so the first order is brought

into view by adjusting the angle of mirror m4. The first order is then centered on

the monitor and the process in the previous paragraph is repeated to ensure proper

alignment. Once alignment is verified an aperture is placed at the image plane of lens

f1 to spatially filter the zero order. A half waveplate is then placed near the output

coupler of the laser to adjust the polarization of the exiting light. Since the efficiency

of the SLM is polarization dependent, the waveplate needs to be adjusted until a

maximum power is detected in the first diffracted order. The power is measured

using a broadband power/energy meter (Melles Griot 13 PEM 001/J). The system

should now be set up for micropatterning or trapping.

A first attempt at either micropatterning or trapping can now be made. Normal

patterning should be observed as long as the focus of the beam and the microscope

are coincident. For trapping a sample slide is made with 5 µm silica microspheres

and placed in the microscope. A 610 nm longpass filter is inserted in a slider port

located under the filter cube turret to prevent laser light from reaching the camera.

Once the beam is turned on and assuming proper alignment has been achieved, a

particle will gravitate towards the beam focus and be held in the trap. After a

particle is trapped lens f4 can be moved axially, to bring the beam focus away from
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the coverslip surface. The microscope can then be re-focused so the trapping plane

and image plane overlap. If trapping is not observed, the system alignment should

be repeated.

2.4 Integration of Computer Aided Design

The previous sections have described the ability of the custom optical system to

direct and control light distribution in three dimensions. Because a high precision

translational stage is not used, another method must be developed to guide and

position the beam(s) in desired locations. This section describes the incorporation

of a computer aided drafting/computer aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) system.

The CAD/CAM software enables a digital preview of the desired microscale features

and structures. Combining a G-code interpreter with the output generated from a

CAD rendering program designs and patterns are translated into coordinates that

can be fed into the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm.

2.4.1 G-code and Path Generation

G-code is a programming language/interface typically used in macroscale computer

numeric control (CNC) milling machines, however, it has been shown to effectively

control motion at the nanoscale [37]. G-codes, also called preparatory codes, are

command lines in CNC programs that begin with the letter ‘G’. The letter ‘G’ is

followed by a numeric code which dictates one of many commands to a machine

tool. Because we are not working with a machine tool and only need to generate the

coordinates for a 2D or 3D path, only the first five numeric codes are of interest. The

codes are as follows:

• G00 - rapid positioning
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• G01 - linear interpolation

• G02 - clockwise circular interpolation

• G03 - counter clockwise circular interpolation

• G04 - dwell

Desired structures are generated with the CAD software package SolidWorks and

translated into phase holograms using MATLAB. The use of CAD software enables

the virtual design, manipulation, and preview of complex structures. Once the struc-

tures are designed and reviewed in SolidWorks, they are saved as stereolithography

(STL) files. The STL files are converted into G-code using MeshCAM, a commercial

STL to G-code converter. A MATLAB script then reads and converts the G-code into

Cartesian coordinates for use with the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm. This process is

described in more detail in section 3.2 and section 4.2.

2.5 Chapter 2 Summary

In summary, Chapter 2 outlined the detailed development of a custom optical system.

Because the system is derived from holographic optical trapping setups, background

information was presented describing their development. The SLM was introduced

as a major optical component responsible for the creation of multiple focal beams

and arbitrary intensity distributions. Several phase hologram generation algorithms

were presented; however, the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm was selected for its pro-

cessing speed and 3D image reconstruction accuracy. Next, a description of how to

design and align the optical train was presented. This covered positioning of the

SLM as well as the strategic placement of multiple focal planes. Finally, the integra-

tion of CAD/CAM software to automatically generate desired patterning paths was

described.
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Chapter 3

Serial Lithography Using a Spatial Light

Modulator

The ability to localize laser intensity to predetermined areas through the use of

serial direct-write technology is a well accepted method for maskless lithography. In

this process, a pattern is transferred to a photoresist by projecting the focus of an

intense laser beam within the material. The localized photoexcitation crosslinks or

solidifies the exposed photoresist reducing its solubility. The desired structure is then

obtained by dissolving away the unexposed material [10]. Direct-write technology

traditionally applied to the semiconductor industry has recently been utilized in new

applications including the fabrication of DNA oligonucleotide sensors on silicon [12]

and the production of localized chemical reactivity on target substrates [14]. This

lithographic technology is an attractive technique because it eliminates the need

for costly equipment to produce masks while offering non-contact pattern transfer

for chemically and mechanically sensitive substrates. Three of the more prominent

serial techniques, electron beam lithography, scanning near-field photolithography,

and two-photon absorption, are discussed.

Despite the success of these maskless techniques, there remains room for im-

provement, namely in the areas of processing speed and flexibility in pattern de-

sign. Improvements in these areas are achieved through the use of easily configurable

phase holograms which can generate single and multiple movable focal points for

serial patterning. Holographic lithography is a powerful tool for three-dimensional

(3D) microfabrication due to its controllable, parallel, and robust nature. By us-

ing diffractive optical elements (DOEs) in tandem with phase holograms [20, 38]
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and Fresnel lenses [19], researchers have created microfabrication methods capable

of arbitrary patterning. These methods produce hierarchical structures composed of

smaller dot structures that result from exposure to a phase modulated laser source

beam. Although the multibeam approach decreases processing time, the noncontinu-

ous nature of the resultant patterns does not lend itself to the fabrication of complex

3D structures. In addition, while these methods are efficient for directing light in

three dimensions, they are not highly parallel and have only demonstrated an ability

to perform ablation.

Laser interference techniques increase throughput by providing efficient periodic

microstructure patterning, with the added advantage of large-area patterning capa-

bility [39]. During interference lithography a beam is spilt into multiple beams with

a diffractive beamsplitter and then each is symmetrically focused into a target mate-

rial by a focusing lens. The two or more resulting beams overlap producing a stable

distribution of first-order maxima of light intensity [40, 41]. The resultant light dis-

tribution produces structures over a large area, typically on the order of 1 mm in

diameter [18]; however, it has proven difficult to control the shape and position of

the interference area. The multiple beam system also requires complex alignment. A

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) phase mask may be used to create the desired inter-

ference pattern to avoid alignment issues. The disadvantage of this method is that

a new mask must be made for each array of periodic patterns, limiting throughput.

In addition each interference pattern produces only multiple copies of an individual

shape.

We seek to provide a technique more adept for variable parallel 3D structure fab-

rication by modifying our CAD platform and holographic approach to produce series

of multiplexed phase holograms. The use of a pulsed laser provides more power,

increasing parallel processing throughput while multiplexing allows for the simulta-
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neous production of multiple unique structures. The method presented will combine

the parallel nature of interference lithography with the adaptability of holographic

lithography, while adding the novel ability to rapidly fabricate arrays containing 3D

structures of varying morphology.

In this section we show the potential for DMHL to reduce maskless lithographic

processing time while increasing the adaptability of conventional laser direct-write

lithographic methods through the use of phase holograms.

3.1 Prominent Serial Lithographic Techniques

3.1.1 Electron Beam Lithography

Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) directs an electron beam, in a prescribed serial

fashion, along the surface of an electron sensitive substrate. Exposure results in either

positive or negative surface features depending upon the chemical composition of the

substrate. Silicon wafers coated with photoresist, typically polymethylmethacralate

(PMMA), have been used to create nanoscale surface features. The term ‘nanoscale’

is commonly used to describe features that have less than a 100 nm width in at least

one dimension. The short wavelength associated with high-energy electron beams

(for example, 0.005 nm for 50 keV electrons) results in the high resolution of EBL.

Resolution is mainly determined by the aberrations of the system and space charge

associated with the scattering of primary and secondary electrons in the resist film

and substrate [42, 43, 44]. In spite of these limitations ∼50 nm features have been

routinely realized since the 1960s [42] and current EBL tools can achieve 2 nm

resolution [44]. EBL has applications outside of resist patterning and has recently

been used with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) to define reactive sites with a

spatial resolution of 20 nm [45]. EBL is not suitable for high-volume manufacturing,
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however, because of its limited throughput. The serial nature of EBL makes for very

slow pattern generation on the order of several hours to several days based on pattern

intricacy and size. For this reason the process is used mainly to create mask patterns

for photolithography and soft lithography applications [46]. Similar to EBL, ion beam

lithography is another tool for micro- and nanopatterning. It provides enhanced

resolution, down to ∼6 nm, has a higher resist exposure sensitivity, and produces

less scattering than EBL [47]. However, high-energy ion beams are damaging to

most substrates and, like EBL, the process is serial, strictly limiting its processing

speed.

3.1.2 Scanning Near-field Photolithography

Scanning near-field photolithography (SNP) is based upon the near-field scanning

optical microscope (NSOM) and relies on the near-field effects of propagating laser

illumination to obtain resolution beyond the diffraction limit [48, 49]. In SNP, an

external laser source is coupled to a fiber optic probe. Accurate control of the probe

position, nanometers above the sample surface, is currently achieved through appli-

cation of the shear-force technique. The shear-force technique couples the optical

probe to a tuning fork. When the probe tip approaches the sample, a drop in the

tuning fork vibration amplitude occurs which can be fed to a feedback loop for the

regulation of tip-sample separation [50]. Sun et al. have shown the ability to pattern

features of ∼50 nm, using SNP and a 244 nm UV laser source, in SAMs formed

by the adsorption of alkanethiols onto gold surfaces [51, 52]. SNP has also been

used to form DNA surface patterns with features sizes under 100 nm [53]. Exposure

of a chloromethylphenylsiloxane (CMPS) SAM to create carboxylic acid functional

groups, followed by their conversion to active esters was used to control the DNA

features. The deposition of DNA in precise patterns or arrays onto surfaces has im-
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portant implications in science and engineering. The ability to control the reactivity

of DNA through sequencing could improve biodiagnostic and molecular recognition.

SNP offers resolution capability approaching that of EBL, as well as the ability to

pattern arrays of biomolecular substrates. The technique provides a means to address

a wide variety of substrates, but retains the serial nature of EBL thus reducing

throughput. The use of UV sources also limits the tool to indirect processing of

biomolecules, i.e. a template must be formed and then treated with the biomolecules.

Three-dimensional control over SNP structures is also not possible unless a layer-by-

layer approach is used for pattern generation.

3.1.3 Two-photon Lithography

In 1931 Maria Gopper-Mayer first realized that an atom or molecule could absorb

two photons simultaneously in the same quantum act [54]. Subsequently, it was

shown that two red photons from a highly focused sub-picosecond colliding pulse

mode-locked dye laser could be simultaneously absorbed by initiator molecules to

induce a photochemical reaction normally driven by single-photon absorption using

UV light [1]. The spatial specificity of the two-photon absorption (TPA) method

allows for the maskless generation of structures not currently possible with single-

photon-absorption (SPA) methods. The simultaneous absorption of two photons

occurs provided a focused, collimated laser emits sufficient intensity. Absorption

rates depend quadratically on the incident laser intensity through the simple relation

W = δ I2. The TPA cross-section, δ, is a property of the substrate material with

a typical value on the order of 10−58 m4s/photon providing only a narrow window

for TPA, limiting excitation to the focal plane and providing precise control for high

resolution patterning [1, 54, 55].

When working with UV sensitive materials, the localization of TPA to the focal
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Figure 3.1: Spatial distribution of excitation near the focus of a diffraction limited
beam for (a) one-photon and (b) two-photon absorption. The two-photon distribution
is narrower and does not contain the oscillatory noise. Source [1]

plane allows for the exposure of only specific volume elements of a substrate. This

provides high resolution 3D control for direct-write techniques, but requires specially

designed substrates with appropriate TPA cross-sections, limiting its adaptability

to certain systems. Despite this, many researchers have successfully utilized TPA

for the lithographic production of 3D structures in various photoresists and resins

[56, 57, 58, 59], optical data storage [10, 60, 61], biological imaging [55], and the

controlled release of biologically relevant species [62].

TPA methods have been successfully used for the generation of micron to nanome-

ter scale patterns. Various materials with unique TPA cross-sections have yielded

highly defined 3D structures. Maruo and Serbin used the beam from a mode-locked

titanium-sapphire laser, a mirror-scanner system to deflect its direction in two di-

mensions, and a z-stage for axial movement. As the beam scanned laterally in the

resin and the resin-cell stage progressed vertically, 3D structures on the order of 1-10

µm were formed [63, 64].

Resolution was further reduced beyond the diffraction limit by incorporating a

threshold mechanism. The threshold is a level of light intensity above which photo-
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chemical reactions become irreversible. TPA-induced radicals can survive and initiate

polymerization only at the region where exposure energy is larger than the thresh-

old. A lateral spatial resolution of 150 nm was achieved using this technique and

highly defined 3D structures were generated [59]. TPA has also been taken beyond

the diffraction limit by the manipulation of threshold velocity. Through computer

control of a 3D positioning stage, a set velocity can dictate the residence time of the

laser source at each point within a pattern [65]. Based on the prescribed residence

time, a voxel is either chemically changed (surpasses the polymerization threshold)

or is left unaffected. TPA offers promising maskless direct-write capability, but, due

to its serial nature, fails to provide an avenue for massively parallel or single-shot

lithography.

3.2 Serial Patterning Interface

A desired pattern or structure was fabricated in the CAD digital environment. The

program allows for the construction of arbitrary patterns making it highly valuable

for creating any shape including arcs and circles. The environment was designed with

a resolution of 512 x 512 pixels in the lateral directions to match the display size of

the desired phase hologram and an active patterning area scaled to the field of view

of the microscope objective. Once a pattern feature was designed, the coordinates

encoding its structure were translated into G-code using the MeshCAM software. The

MATLAB script then created a coordinate array of hundreds to thousands of points

depending on the feature size, Figure 3.2b. For 2D features the points produced

were simply translated into individual phase holograms. These phase holograms

were stored and compiled into a ‘movie’ format, Figure 3.2c. The phase hologram

movie was then displayed on the SLM to direct the laser to the proper position

generating the microscopic pattern, Figure 3.2d. After measuring the size of the
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(c) (d)

Figure 3.2: The interface and design steps for the serial patterning software: (a)
the virtual design in SolidWorks, (b) virtual structure discretized into points using
the MATLAB script, (c) typical phase hologram generated for a single point using
the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm, and (d) a sample of the end product in NOA 63.

resulting structure, the lateral transfer resolution for a material was calculated. This

information was then used to scale future digitally designed features to match real

world output. If the design contains 3D features, as in the example, an additional

scaling method is required. Because the beam has a material dependent patterning

depth of focus, the height of each layer must be determined to scale the digital feature

properly. Once this was determined a holographic lens was added via the SLM to

actuate the axial dimension. This yielded total 3-axis patterning control.
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3.3 Serial 2D Holographic Photolithography

The first step in creating a more adaptable 3D photolithography system was to

demonstrate the ability to transfer patterns in two dimensions. For 2D serial pat-

terning, a desired pattern was created using the CAD software and transformed into

several phase holograms, as described earlier, to serially trace the pattern. The laser

beam incident on the SLM projected the phase information contained in the holo-

grams through the Fourier transforming lens to the sample surface. For the initial

2D experiments the Melles Griot 532 nm continuous wave laser was used.

3.3.1 Optical Adhesive Patterning

The letters ‘D’, ‘M’, ‘H’ and ‘L’ were projected and serially transferred to a coverslip

coated with Norland optical adhesive (NOA) 63. The laser path was dictated by

the CAD software and converted into a holographic movie containing 276 holograms.

Laser intensity and movie frame rate are the two most important parameters affecting

feature size and pattern transfer. The frame rate can be specified when creating the

AVI file and the laser intensity is easily varied through computer control. The movie

was displayed on the SLM at 2 fps with an incident laser intensity of 150 mW. As

can be seen in Figure 3.3, the desired letters were successfully transferred to the

substrate. The total lithographic execution time was 2.3 minutes using the settings

listed above. The pattern contained both arcs and lines demonstrating the versatility

of the G-code interpreter. The width at various points within each letter ranges

from approximately 900 nm to 1.5 µm. The height of each letter was determined

to be between 3 and 5 µm. The variation in height and width along the letters is

attributable to bending due to the high aspect ratio of the letters. When removing

excess adhesive in a methanol solution, bulk fluid movement may have contributed
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: (a) CAD environment displaying the target feature to be automatically
pattered using the optical system, each box is 1/3 µm. (b) SEM image at 40◦ of the
letters D, M, H, and L transferred to the substrate. The scale bar is 5 µm.

to the slight collapse and base movement of the letters. Due to the inconsistencies

in measured feature width and height, a parametric characterization of the NOA 63

was performed in subsequent sections, which resulted in more accurate and controlled

pattern transfer. Nonetheless, the results presented here demonstrate the ability of

the SLM to effectively pattern in two dimensions.

3.3.2 Photoresist Patterning

The 2D patterning abilities of the optical system are further demonstrated by the

development and characterization of an alternative technique for the parallel pho-

tolithographic transfer of pattern arrays. As discussed earlier, the ability to rapidly

create new master patterns is not an option provided by current methods. The in-

strumentation currently used for bulk photolithography requires the generation of
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Figure 3.4: (a) Pattern template for 25 component array. SEM image of a (b)
25 component array of 5 µm squares created in S1813 positive photoresist. (c) Im-
age with enhanced contrast for centroid calculation. Blue dots indicate location of
centroid for each feature.

chromium masks which can take hours to complete, while other techniques allowing

more design flexibility are purely serial and inherently slow.

Of paramount concern to most potential microscope patterning applications is

the accurate and repeatable translation of features to predetermined locations with

proper interfeature spacing. Therefore, an examination of the array transfer capa-

bilities of the custom optical system presented was necessary. A 5 x 5 array was

designed to produce squares with 5 µm side lengths at an 8 µm pitch. An 8 µm pitch

was selected so the entire array would remain within the field of view of the system.
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The pattern was transferred to a 1.5 µm thick layer of S1813 photoresist. Because

S1813 is a positive resist, the exposed areas were removed by developer. Figure 3.4

shows the CAD-based array design and a sample SEM image of the resultant array

patterned into the photoresist. The features of the array were measured using Im-

ageJ image measurement software, as a clear contrast transition defined the feature

edges. The accuracy of the feature transfer was quantified using a simple percent

error calculation:

% error =

[
Ld − Lm

Lm

]
· 100 (3.1)

where Ld and Lm are the desired and measured feature side lengths, respectively.

Table 3.1 presents the measurements made from the SEM images taken of the arrays.

Of particular interest is the accuracy disparity between the vertical width (y) and

horizontal width (x) of the pattern. The vertical width compares favorably to the

design specification of a 5 µm side length with the greatest percent error being 2.76%.

The horizontal width, however, contains larger errors with feature length differing

from specification by as much 9.72%. These errors are too large to attribute to

simple measurement error indicating a more fundamental source. The squares in the

array were serially scanned in the x-direction. Some deviation from design is to be

expected as the array pattern consists of several line segments 5 µm long generated

in the x-direction and variability in photo excitation at the start and termination of

such patterns could exist.

Despite the well defined edges, measuring the pitch of the features is more chal-

lenging. Because the features are not identical, the most accurate measurement of

pitch would come from measuring the distance between their geometric centers. A

routine in MATLAB was used to automatically detect the center point of each feature

within a given image. The contrast of an image was increased, before being input into
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Table 3.1: Mean and standard deviation for the side length of the array displayed
in Figure 3.4. The array was created by serial scanning in the x-direction.

Array x length (µm) x error (%) y length (µm) y error (%)

1 5.486 ± 0.179 9.72 5.097 ± 0.132 1.94
2 5.312 ± 0.225 6.24 5.051 ± 0.168 1.02
3 5.300 ± 0.114 6.00 5.081 ± 0.136 1.62
4 5.255 ± 0.183 5.10 4.862 ± 0.105 2.76
5 5.482 ± 0.148 9.64 4.999 ± 0.149 0.00

Table 3.2: Mean and standard deviation for the pitch of the array displayed in
Figure 3.4. The array was created by serial scanning in the x-direction.

Array x pitch (µm) x error(%) y pitch (µm) y error (%)

1 8.291 ± 0.500 3.64 8.259 ± 0.319 3.20
2 8.246 ± 0.650 3.08 8.268 ± 0.398 3.35
3 8.062 ± 0.282 0.78 8.076 ± 0.543 0.95
4 8.123 ± 0.529 1.54 8.056 ± 0.336 0.70
5 8.043 ± 0.281 0.54 8.025 ± 0.529 0.31

the MATLAB routine, in order to more effectively delineate the boundaries of each

feature. The script then uploaded the modified image and calculated the centroid

(center of mass) for each element in the array. Because the square features in the

array are symmetric, it was assumed that the centroid is equivalent to the geometric

center. Using this script removed any potential user bias in quantifying the pitch of

the array.

The MATLAB script returns mean and standard deviation values for the x and

y directions in terms of pixel units. In order to obtain a quantifiable measurement,

a conversion factor with units of pixels per micron was determined from the original

SEM image. For the array in Figure 3.4 this conversion factor was 11.2 pixel/µm.

Figure 3.4c depicts the enhanced contrast image used for processing along with the

resulting locations of the calculated centroids. Table 3.2 outlines the pitch measure-

ments derived from the centroid program. Each array contains 20 measurements for
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Table 3.3: Mean and standard deviation for the side length of the array scanned in
the y-direction.

Array x length (µm) x error (%) y length (µm) y error (%)

1 5.391 ± 0.118 7.82 4.928 ± 0.088 1.44
2 5.453 ± 0.150 9.06 5.007 ± 0.123 0.14
3 5.379 ± 0.125 7.58 5.151 ± 0.129 3.02
4 5.164 ± 0.121 3.28 4.969 ± 0.121 0.62
5 5.304 ± 0.145 6.08 5.065 ± 0.123 1.30

Table 3.4: Mean and standard deviation for the pitch of the array displayed in the
y-direction.

Array x pitch (µm) x error(%) y pitch (µm) y error (%)

1 8.089 ± 0.453 1.11 8.148 ± 0.634 1.85
2 8.103 ± 0.572 1.29 8.039 ± 0.623 0.49
3 8.072 ± 0.440 0.90 8.048 ± 0.668 0.60
4 8.094 ± 0.247 1.18 8.034 ± 0.276 0.43
5 8.084 ± 0.828 0.54 8.172 ± 0.309 2.15

both x and y directions and the entire set contains 60 measurements. The average

error between measured and desired pitch was 3.65% in the x direction and 3.29%

in the y direction. This confirmed the features contained in the array were being

transferred to the proper locations in the substrate.

In order to test the hypothesis that scan direction causes the x-dimension to be

larger than the y-dimension, an identical pattern was created by scanning in the y-

direction. Again, the 5 x 5 array was designed to produce squares with 5 µm side

lengths at an 8 µm pitch. Table 3.3 presents the measurements made from the SEM

images taken of the arrays. The pitch was also calculated for y-scans and is presented

in Table 3.4. Based on these measurements there is no apparent effect of scanning

in the x- or y-direction because in both cases the x-dimension is about 0.33 µm or

6.5 percent larger than the y-dimension. Based on this dimensional variation and

the fact that the pitch is consistent between both scan directions, there could be
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: The 10 x 10 array was created using four separate exposures of the 5 x 5
array. This effectively demonstrates how the technique could be leveraged to pattern
large scale areas for manufacturing applications.

an abnormality in the beam shapes, possibly due to astigmatism or misalignment.

More specifically if the beam intensity profiles were oblong along the x-direction by

∼250 nm, the dimensional variation could be explained. The edges parallel to the

x-axis would be preferentially widened during scanning and because scan direction

does not impact the beam profile, scanning x versus y has not impact. Assuming a

perfectly uniform beam this issue could be eliminated; however, this not practically

possible based on the physical alignment capabilities of the current system.

Next, the manufacturing capacity of the system was investigated. The throughput

potential of the multi-beam process can be enhanced by the addition of a mechanical

translational stage. Using the translational stage to position the substrate, several

feature arrays can be stitched together to produce a single large array. Figure 3.5

displays a 10 x 10 array created through the combination of four 5 x 5 arrays. By

producing 25 patterns at a time and continually moving the translational stage a

hierarchical patterning system is created. The major limiting factor of using the

translational stage with the 100x oil-immersion objective is that when the sample

is moved the focal plane may be slightly shifted. This can lead slight feature size
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variation depending on the sensitivity of the substrate. Accounting for this variation

the parallel mechanism provides a resolution of approximately 435 nm (k1 = 2.29).

3.3.3 Protein Patterning

The ability to promote the attachment of biologically active molecules to target sur-

faces has applications in many fields ranging from the creation of antibody microar-

rays [66, 67] to gene-chip fabrication [68]. Many soft and hard lithography techniques

have been used to fabricate complex surface patterns for depositing molecules. Alter-

natively, biomolecular patterns can be created through the serial scanning of a laser

focus within a substrate to promote photochemical reactions [69]. During direct-write

protein microfabrication, intermolecular crosslinks are formed between residue side

chains via excitation of a photosensitizer. Using this mechanism, 2D patterning of

a fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugated bovine serum albumin (FITC-BSA) protein

solution is performed.

One end goal of protein patterning it to create arrays of patterns for detection and

screening. For this application, patterns on the size of tens of microns are currently

acceptable based on the ambient analyte theory [70, 71]. The theory states that a

biosensor should perform detection of a target in solution such that the equilibrium

concentration of the test substrate is unaffected by the sensor, i.e., such a small

amount of capture agent is used that the amount of target it binds is inconsequential

when compared to overall amount of target in solution. The 10x objective was used

to meet this size requirement when patterning in the substrate. A 200 mg
mL

FITC-BSA

solution was exposed to 150 mW at 2 fps. A single phase modulated beam was used

to serially write three separate shapes, a triangle, a pentagon, and a square. Once

written the protein patterns were prepared for SEM imaging by dehydrating and

sputter coating with 30 nm of gold. The final images (Figure 3.6) show qualitatively
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Figure 3.6: (a) SEM image of the entire 3 shape pattern. SEM image taken at 25◦

relative to the surface of the (b) triangle, (c) hexagon, and (d) square. The scale bars
are 5 µm in (a) and 10 µm in (b-d).

good pattern transfer. Based on the scaling information gleaned from Section 3.3.2,

the structures were designed to have side lengths of 100 µm for the triangle, 60 µm

for the hexagon, and 80 µm for the square. The resulting lengths were 86 µm, 52 µm,

and 74 µm for the triangle, hexagon, and square respectively. The length discrepan-

cies can be attributed to the dehydration process. Examining the images, potential

evidence for pattern contraction is suggested by a light residual ring that persists

around the structures. Because proteins are generally stored and modified in aque-

ous conditions, the scaling should hold for in situ arraying applications.

The use of protein in the system was meant to show the ability of the optical

system to pattern aqueous media and more specifically biomolecular substrates. Fur-
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ther investigation could be conducted to produce more optimized results; however,

optimization processes were investigated as part of a separate research effort.

3.4 Parallel 3D Holographic Photolithography

This section presents a micropatterning method for the automatic transfer and ar-

bitrary positioning of computer-generated three-dimensional structures within three

substrates. Once each of a photosensitive polymer, photoresist, and protein.

3.4.1 Mechanism for Parallel Patterning

The manufacturing process can be broken down into two major components: CAD-

based structure design and hologram generation. Desired structures are generated

in SolidWorks and translated into G-code. As shown in Section 3.2, a MATLAB

script reads and converts the G-code into Cartesian coordinates. The coordinates

are sorted by axial (z) value and then lateral (x,y) values to produce an ordered 3D

laser path for layer-by-layer structure fabrication. Using this path and a MATLAB

script, a single beam is divided into multiple focused laser spots to simultaneously

write several structures, Figure 3.7.

As stated previously, the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm is capable of creating sev-

eral focal points simultaneously. Figure 3.8 demonstrates the ability to make from 1

to 266 points by phase modulating a single source beam. The number of focal points

that could be used for patterning, however, was limited by source laser power, the

diffraction efficiency of the SLM, and the field of view of the objective.

3.4.2 Optical Adhesive Patterning

NOA 63 cures at UV wavelengths with optimum sensitivity in the 350-400 nm range.

The sensitivity of the adhesive lies outside the wavelength of the laser (at 500-600 nm
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Figure 3.7: Cartoon schematic of the single beam conversion into multiple focal
points through phase modulation for parallel processing.

the material allows 99% transmission) permitting intensity-based threshold process-

ing. In other words, the adhesive polymer will not crosslink/cure unless a minimum

laser intensity is applied. This results in 3D spatial specificity during patterning.

The following procedures were used to prepare each sample. The photopolymer

was applied directly to the surface of a coverslip in the form of a droplet and allowed to

expand to equilibrium. Pattern transfer was observed via the CCD camera in realtime

as the sample was exposed to the SLM-modulated laser beam. After transfer was

completed, non-crosslinked adhesive was removed by washing with pure methanol.

Nitrogen was used to dry the sample after washing.

Both a standard scanning electron microscope (SEM) and environmental scanning

electron microscope (ESEM) were used to view the resulting structures. The ESEM

enables imaging of non-conductive substrates without requiring a metal coating, but

provides lower resolution images. The standard SEM provides much higher resolution,

but requires a metal coating to reduce spatial charging. The polymer structures were

first imaged using the ESEM and then coated with 2 nm of chromium and 10 nm

of gold using a metal evaporator for SEM imaging. Using the ESEM for the initial
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Figure 3.8: Images from the CCD camera showing multiple focal points (number
of points beneath each image) simultaneously displayed on a glass coverslip placed
at the focal plane. Each image is of the entire 56 µm x 42 µm microscope objective
field of view.

imaging step and comparing to SEM images verified that the thin gold layer was not

adversely affecting the final structures.

Because the presented process relies on a threshold effect, a minimum intensity

must be overcome at each focal point to cure the substrate. For the optical setup

presented, 4 focal points of sufficient intensity could be derived from the source beam

and used to create structures in the Norland adhesive. The diameter of each focal

point was 0.9 µm (Figure 3.8). The height of a single cured layer of substrate revealed

the depth of focus to be ∼1.7 µm for the patterning system.

Using these parameters, four square pyramidal structures were constructed in the

CAD design environment. The pyramids were designed with layer side lengths of
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Figure 3.9: Optical light microscope video of the fabrication process and images
showing the completion of pyramidal layers (a) 2, (b) 4, and (c) 6 during processing.

10, 8, 6, 4, and 2 µm respectively. The prescribed heights of the pyramids were 10

µm. The four pyramids were written simultaneously using a single beam directed by

the proper series of phase holograms. The laser intensity was set to 2.0 W and the

holograms writing the pyramids were displayed at 2 fps. The parameters were chosen

based on past experience with this particular laser and material.

The pyramid structures required 2,138 individual holograms for lithography re-

sulting in a write time of 17.8 minutes. Screen shots (Figure 3.9) were taken using

the bright-field microscope to show the completion of each layer. A contrast change

can be observed in the microscope images with the addition of each layer, an effect

present due to the increased focal length resulting from building axially.

Examining the results, the desired structures were successfully transferred to the
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Figure 3.10: Images of four simultaneously created square pyramids were taken
with both an ESEM and SEM. The ESEM image shows the structures from an angle
of 45◦, while SEM images are at angles of (b) 45◦ and (c) 20◦ from the surface. Scale
bar in (a) is 5 µm.

NOA 63 substrate. The average side length and height of each pyramid was ∼10

µm, in agreement with CAD design. Comparison of the ESEM images and SEM

images (Figure 3.10) provided verification that metal evaporation did not alter the

final structures. The higher resolution SEM images highlight the distinct layers of

the square pyramidal structures.

After analyzing the results of the parallel patterning process the next logical step

was to define the parallel limit, i.e. how many structures could be patterned at once.

The limit is inherently a function of the photonic density arriving at the individual

points within a substrate. The continuous wave laser used could produce only 4

individual structures while operating at a power of 2.0 W. The use of a pulsed laser can
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Figure 3.11: (a) A CAD rendering of the projected pyramidal array structure. SEM
image of a (b) 5 x 5array in NOA 63 adhesive (c) 10 x 10 array and (d) close up of
the individual pyramids taken at a 45◦ angle.

provide higher peak intensity while operating at lower average power. For this reason,

a nanosecond (ns) pulsed laser was integrated into the system and varying sized arrays

were tested. As seen in Figure 3.11a, 5 x 5 pyramidal array was patterned in the

adhesive at an average power of 90 mW. Each structure was effectively patterned with

3.6 mW of power using the pulsed laser compared to 500 mW of power per structure

using the continuous wave laser. The structures were designed to have layers with

side lengths of 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 µm to create a pyramid.

Figure 3.11d shows that the feature size is pushing the resolution limit of the

NOA 63 substrate. Instead of well defined layers the images show a more continuous
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cone-like structure near the top of each pyramid. Although the pattern is not being

transferred exactly, there are potential uses for conical structures in other applica-

tions. The translational stage was also used to create a large array of these pyramidal

structures to again demonstrate the manufacturing capabilities of the system, Fig-

ure 3.11c,d.

3.4.3 Photoresist Patterning

The ability to pattern in 3D in a parallel fashion has been effectively demonstrated

within this section; however, the complete 3D capabilities of the system have not been

shown. Although the pyramid structures show 3D control over pattern formation,

they contain no void spaces because each layer is progressively smaller than the

previous. In order to demonstrate the complete localization of the laser intensity

in three dimensions a bridge structure was designed, Figure 3.12a. The Norland

adhesive could not be used due to its liquid nature. The bridge structure consists

of two supports and two crossing structures. When patterned in the NOA 63, the

supports structures were transferred successfully, but the crossing structures would

dip down before bridging the gap between the two supports. For this reason another

substrate was warranted. The substrate selected for the bridge design was SU-8

2010, a high aspect ratio negative photoresist. Because the natural phase of the

photoresist is solid, a void structure could be stably patterned. The two bridge

supports were fabricated simultaneously followed by the simultaneous fabrication of

the two bridge crossings. The holograms for these assembly steps were produced as

described previously. The substrate was exposed through the 100x objective with a

0.62 mW beam at 8 fps. Figure 3.12b-c contains SEM scans from various positions

showing the qualitative accuracy of the bridge reproduction. The void spaces are

clearly visible in these images and prove the process can selectively direct light in
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Figure 3.12: (a) A CAD rendering of the bridge structure used to demonstrate 3D
specificity. SEM image of the resulting bridge structure in SU-1813 photoresist taken
(b) at a 45◦ angle along the width of the bridge (c) normal to the surface and (d) at
a 45◦ angle along the length of the bridge.

three dimensions.

3.4.4 Protein Patterning

Only single layer structures could be patterned in the BSA substrate with an in-

verted microscope system. Once patterned the BSA formed a highly opaque layer of

crosslinked protein that could not be penetrated by the emission from the laser. The

use of a standard upright microscope instead of an inverted configuration or pattering

from the top down in a microscale chamber could resolve this issue.
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3.5 Fabrication of Varying 3D Structures

This section reports a method for the simultaneous production of several independent

three-dimensional microstructures using a spatial light modulator (SLM). Through

the use of multiplexed phase holograms the emission from a single laser source is

divided into multiple coherent beams. These beams are individually directed to pre-

scribed coordinates within a photosensitive adhesive based upon a predesigned virtual

model of desired microstructures. Control over the laser intensity and holographic

frame rate enable accurate and precise replication. Dimensions of the resulting struc-

tures are compared to model dimensions using measurements from SEM imaging.

3.5.1 Experimental Apparatus

Figure 3.13 shows the critical components of the holographic patterning system used

for the microfabrication process. The optical components omitted from the figure

serve only to expand, collimate, and direct the beam to the proper locations for

interaction with the components pictured. A detailed schematic can be found in

Section 2.3.2. The laser source is a Coherent PRISMA Nd:YVO4 acousto-optical-Q-

switched laser with a 532 nm wavelength and 12 W maximum average power. The

repetition rate was set to 30 kHz providing a peak power of 22 kW with a pulse width

of 18 ns. The beam was expanded and collimated to fill the liquid crystal display of

the electrically addressed SLM similar to previous experiments.

The SLM displays a series of multiplexed phase holograms that produce and po-

sition the beams necessary to simultaneously fabricate several structures. The phase

holograms contain an additional grating to shift the beams into the first diffraction

order. The zeroth order is blocked with a post mounted iris diaphragm while the first

order is allowed to pass through the aperture to the Fourier lens. The Fourier lens
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Figure 3.13: Schematic diagram for the creation of multiple beams from a single
source using a phase hologram approach. Upon passing through the Fourier lens the
phase information from the hologram produces several beams. These beams can be
seen on the CCD output.

converts the phase information provided by the hologram into a spatial distribution

of intensity at its focal plane. This spatial distribution produces individual beams

that are relayed to the microscope objective and can be viewed in real-time by the

CCD camera. The high numerical aperture of the objective ensures a minimal focal

volume or voxel size, providing a high degree of spatial control.

3.5.2 Hologram preparation

CAD software is used to create a virtual pattern of the desired 3D structures. Once

the pattern is reviewed the structures can be converted into separate series of Carte-

sian coordinates and sorted to produce ordered 3D laser paths for layer-by-layer struc-

ture fabrication [72, 37]. Using these individual paths, the source beam is divided

into several laser focal points to simultaneously write each structure. The structures

vary in both dimension and volume, therefore, each is comprised of a unique number

and 3D combination of points. This poses an issue for maintaining constant intensity

at each focal point because the system relies on a single source beam. During the

patterning process if one structure is completed before the others and the hologram
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Figure 3.14: Graphical representation of the two methods for producing multiplexed
series of phase holograms. The amplitude approach (yellow) combines the amplitude
coordinates of each pattern before conversion to a phase hologram. The phase ad-
dition approach (blue) produces an individual hologram for each component of the
image then combines them into a single hologram.

was adjusted to form fewer total beams, each structure still being fabricated would

see a spike in intensity. In other words if a pattern contained nine structures, and

one was completed, the remaining eight structures would see an intensity increase of

approximately 12.5%. A phase- and an amplitude-based algorithm were developed

to maintain constant beam intensity at each structure during patterning. Both re-

quire the creation of “dummy” coordinates that lie outside the patterning portion

of the first diffraction order defined by the system aperture to account for the beam

no longer needed as structures are completed. These coordinates ensure the number

of beams, and therefore the individual beam intensities, remain constant during the

entire lithographic process.

The first step in the phase-based method is the conversion of each coordinate

comprising the pattern volume into a phase hologram. The coordinates are a collec-

tion of point sources that when combined create a distribution of laser intensity. The

Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm was chosen to compute the phase holograms required to

produce this predefined intensity distribution due to its calculation speed and accu-

racy [35]. Once a hologram is created it may be further modified to produce lateral
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and axial shifts at the image plane [72, 22]. These shifts are necessary to accurately

mimic the three axis paths dictated by the CAD model. Figure 3.14 demonstrates

the phase-based process for the holographic multiplexing of two unique structures. It

should be noted, that the process is the same for incorporating additional structures.

As previously mentioned a coordinate from each pattern is selected (in Figure 3.14

the 100th coordinates) for conversion to a phase hologram. Once converted the

holograms are summed producing a final hologram containing the phase information

required to form both coordinates at the sample plane. This process continues until

the last coordinate of the largest volume structure is reached. As discussed previ-

ously, during the application of the algorithm “dummy” coordinates are created as

smaller volume structure paths are completed. The “dummy” coordinates generate

phase holograms to direct intensity away from the sample patterning region, thus

maintaining constant intensity. The method worked as expected experimentally, but

required large power allotments because each coordinate had its own set of phase

gratings and lenses for both lateral and axial positioning. The SLM has a limited

efficiency for directing light at desired phase angles due to finite pixel size and con-

trast limitations. Using holograms containing multiple gratings significantly reduced

overall efficiency by forcing the SLM to direct light at several phase angles. In order

to circumvent this problem the second amplitude-based algorithm was developed.

The amplitude-based method combines the coordinates from two or more struc-

tures before conversion to a phase hologram. As seen in Figure 3.14, a point from

each of the two patterns is combined into a single image before conversion using the

Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm. This means only a single set of gratings needs to be

applied because the spatial distribution of coordinates is contained within the im-

age. The SLM only has to modulate light at a single beam angle. The result is

a more efficient use of laser power. Based on this increased spatial efficiency the
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amplitude-based method was implemented in the final fabrication process. As with

the phase-based method, “dummy” coordinates are used to create coordinate paths

of equal length. Again, this ensures each beam is provided with the same amount of

laser power during patterning.

3.5.3 Parametric Characterization

The initial step in the characterization process was the determination of the SLM

diffraction efficiency into the zeroth and first orders. Because the PRISMA laser is

current controlled, a Melles Griot broadband power/energy meter was used to mea-

sure the average output power at various currents. Figure 3.15a displays the output

powers that correspond to a range of input currents. The power contained within the

zeroth order reflected from the SLM was then quantified by placing the energy meter

at the focal plane of the Fourier lens. The Fourier lens focused the transmitted light

to an easily measurable focal point. The average transmission efficiency of the SLM

for the power range tested was 43%. A phase hologram was then displayed on the

SLM to measure the transmission efficiency in the first diffraction order. Approxi-

mately 18% of the available power from the source laser was transmitted to the first

diffraction order.

The next step in the characterization process was to perform a parametric test

to determine the combinations of frame rates and beam number that could be used

for lithography. Because these properties are material dependent, they will vary for

each target substrate. NOA 63 was again selected for the demonstration purposes

in this section. The photopolymer was applied in bulk directly to the surface of

a coverslip. Pattern transfer was observed via the CCD camera in realtime as the

sample was exposed to the SLM-modulated beams. After exposure, non-crosslinked

adhesive was removed using a methanol wash. Nitrogen was used to dry samples
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Figure 3.15: (a) Demonstrates the power loss between the zeroth and first diffraction
orders in our laser system. (b) Shows the power required to generate structures at
several frame rates for various quantities of points/beam numbers. (c) SEM images
of a representative structure that results from using the 9 point settings shown in
(b). All scale bars are 2.0 µm.

after washing.

Figure 3.15b shows the proper combinations of power and write speed to pro-

duce structures containing different beam numbers. These values were determined

by setting the write speed and ramping up the power until feature formation was

visible through the CCD camera. The relationship is approximately linear between

write speed and power for all beam numbers. A 3D triangular feature was created

for testing purposes. The pattern was transferred to the photopolymer using each

parameter plotted in Figure 3.15b. The samples were coated with 30 nm of gold us-

ing a sputter coating system to reduce spatial charging and provide higher resolution

images when using a SEM. The SEM results shown in Figure 3.15c reveal that frame

rate dramatically affects topography. Frame rates of 16 fps and above yield quali-

tatively uneven, rough surfaces, while those of 8 fps and below result in relatively
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smooth surfaces. Based on these images, a current of 16.2 A and a frame rate of 8 fps

were selected for patterning. These settings provide the best balance of structural

resolution and processing time. Using these parameters and by measuring the height

of single layers, the depth of focus was found to be ∼5.0 µm. The lateral resolution

of each line scan was also determined to be approximately 350 nm (k1 = 1.85) by

measuring the height of the test pattern.

3.5.4 Experimental Methods and Results

A 9 feature pattern was designed in the CAD environment to demonstrate the variable

patterning ability of the method. Each feature was designed about a circle with a

diameter of 7 µm, which produced the model dimensions listed in Table 3.5. Heights

of 5.00 µm, 7.50 µm, and 10.00 µm were arbitrarily assigned to each feature in the

pattern. A 3D CAD rendering (Figure 3.17a) displays the overall topography of the

design.

The 9 features contained in the virtual pattern were transferred to the substrate

simultaneously using a single phase-modulated beam. The entire pattern required

1,260 holograms for lithographic transfer resulting in a 2.60 minute processing time

at 8 fps. Bright-field microscopy was used to monitor the lithographic progress. A

video along with still images (Figure 3.16) were captured to show the fabrication of

each layer. Slight contrast variation are indicative of the height difference between

completed structures. Figure 3.17 contains SEM images which display the success-

ful replication of the 3D CAD pattern into the target substrate. The image taken

normal to the sample surface clearly shows the lateral dimensions, while that taken

perpendicular to the surface shows the axial dimensions.

Table 3.5 outlines the desired and measured results for the features shown in

Figure 3.17. There is good agreement between the predicted and desired lateral
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.16: Optical light microscope images of the fabrications process showing
the completion of layers (a) one, (b) two, and (c) three during processing. The
blue outlines indicate a two layer structure while the green indicates a three layer
structure.

dimensions, with a maximum deviation of 0.61 µm or 6.8%. The largest axial devi-

ations of 27.8%, 14.5%, 9.5%, and 6.9% occur at features 7, 9, 4 and 8 respectively.

Within the first diffraction order these features were located furthest from the zero

order. Considering the location and spatial resolution limitations of the SLM (pixel

size of 20 µm), it is not surprising these features would contain the greatest errors.

Greater displacements require higher spatial frequencies resulting in reduced contrast

and therefore lower diffraction efficiencies [73]. Although laser power is still being

directed to the proper location, the lower diffraction efficiency results in a reduced

depth of focus and therefore a shorter structure. For future applications, applying

an amplitude- or phase-based bias would correct this issue, but any correction would
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Figure 3.17: (a) The CAD template rendered at a 45◦ angle. SEM images of the
generated structure from a (b) 45◦ angle, (c) normal to the surface, and (d) at an
angle of 2◦ from the surface. The white star in each image indicates the approximate
direction to the zeroth laser order location.

require an increase in the laser power provided to the SLM.

These results demonstrate a method with which a variety of unique 3D structural

features are simultaneously fabricated using a single phase-modulated laser beam

propagated from an SLM. Using this automated process, patterns are designed in a

CAD environment and replicated at the microscale, based on the parametric rela-

tionship between write speed, laser power, and beam number. The overall differences

between the predicated and actual structural dimensions are relatively small and can
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Table 3.5: Desired and measured height for the results displayed in Figure 3.17.
Feature numbers correspond to the labels in the figure.

Feature Modelsl/d (µm) Actualsl/d (µm) Modelheight (µm) Actualheight (µm)

1 5.00 5.03 ± 0.30 7.50 7.15 ± 0.61
2 7.00 7.28 ± 0.36 5.00 5.11 ± 0.55
3 4.00 4.18 ± 0.32 10.00 10.07 ± 0.84
4 9.00 9.04 ± 0.45 7.50 6.79 ± 0.77
5 5.00 5.20 ± 0.38 5.00 5.08 ± 0.80
6 7.00 7.03 ± 0.34 10.00 9.63 ± 0.66
7 7.00 6.50 ± 0.33 5.00 3.61 ± 0.63
8 4.00 4.20 ± 0.47 7.50 6.98 ± 0.81
9 9.00 8.39 ± 0.46 5.00 4.28 ± 0.62

1sl/d denotes side length or diameter depending upon shape

be attributed to the limited spatial resolution of currently available SLMs. Although

many lithographic techniques are capable of producing 3D patterns, this method pro-

vides the unique ability to pattern several different structures in a parallel fashion.

To our knowledge, it is the only system through which the user has individual control

over the morphology of each structure in both the lateral and axial dimension. The

implementation of more advanced spatial controls and corrections along with the use

of substrates with higher contrast and optical transparency will result in improved

resolution and replication accuracy.

3.6 Chapter 3 Summary

This chapter shows that SLMs can be effective tools for arbitrary three dimensional

laser-based parallel micro-manufacturing. Although there are many techniques cur-

rently implemented to produce 3D structures, limitations exist in the type of sub-

strates, pattern intricacy, and parallel processing capabilities of these systems. The

system presented combines the aforementioned characteristics while providing an

user-accessible interface based in SolidWorks and MATLAB. The localization of in-
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tensity for 3D patterning effectively replaces the two-photon effect while providing

the desired patterning capabilities. With the incorporation of a femtosecond pulsed

laser system, improved resolution and parallelization should be achieved.
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Chapter 4

Single-shot Photolithography Using A

Spatial Light Modulator

The goal of this portion of the research is to expand parallel photolithographic transfer

beyond the serial patterning of arrays to create entire patterns in a single exposure

dose. Effective single-shot transfer would enhance throughput by eliminating the

need to generate pre-programmed patterning paths. As with the previous chapter,

the elimination of masks and the ability to rapidly create new master patterns is

crucial motivational factor of the research. In this chapter, prominent single-shot

techniques are presented followed by a discussion and demonstration of the DMHL-

based single-shot technique.

4.1 Prominent Single-shot Lithographic Techniques

In contrast to laser direct-write lithographic processes, parallel or single-shot litho-

graphic processes allow for the exposure of an entire micro/nanoscale pattern within

the limit of a single exposure. Initially single-shot techniques were limited to phys-

ical photomasks; however, with the advent of various addressable diffractive optical

elements new maskless techniques were introduced. Both photomask and maskless

single-shot methods provide high resolution patterning while enabling the rapid, bulk

parallel transfer of a pattern to substrate.
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4.1.1 Photolithography

The spatial resolution of contact photolithography is currently on the order of tens-

of-nanometers making it an attractive technique for systems requiring highly specific

patterning. Contact photolithography utilizes a preconstructed chromium photomask

and mask aligner to expose and pattern a desired substrate. A supplied wavelength

of light (usually UV) exposes and patterns the areas of the substrate defined by the

photomask. Because reflected or diffracted light caused by inadequate contact limits

the resolution and spatial specificity of pattern transfer, the substrate is typically

held in vacuum contact with the photomask [74]. The current optimum resolution of

photolithography systems is around 100 nm. Based on Moore’s Law and the assump-

tion of an ideal system using current techniques, the theoretical critical dimension

resolution for photolithography is 30 nm [47]. The requirement for intimate con-

tact, however, limits the use of contact photolithography on mechanically sensitive

samples, such as DNA and other biomolecules. While photomasks provide an ideal

single-shot method for the selective patterning of silicon, the use of expensive, fixed

masks and limited number of patternable substrates warrant the development of an

alternative single-shot patterning technique.

4.1.2 Optical Projection Lithography

Optical projection lithography uses patterned transparent films or diffractive optical

elements, such as SLMs and digital micromirror devices (DMDs), to perform non-

contact photolithography. Initially, projection lithography required uniform light

to pass through a fixed photomask and into a projection lens, which focused the

image from the photomask onto the substrate. Photomasks were eventually replaced

by digital micromirror device type spatial light modulators with the introduction

of maskless optical projection lithography (MOPL). Using this method, a binary
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image is displayed directly on the SLM and projected through an optical system

to the substrate surface removing the need for complex reflective masks. The SLM

can consist of thousands of square mirrors or pixels. Depending on the type of

SLM used, the desired pattern can be generated by tilting the mirrors to reflect

light towards or away from the substrate or by changing the transmissibility through

electrically induced contrast. Because of its non-contact nature, MOPL offers an

increased range of substrate processing including the ability to safely pattern DNA.

Using this technique, the smallest achievable linewidth for DNA was 3.5 µm with a

5x objective, while widths from 0.85 - 1.7 µm were produced in photochromic film

with a 20x objective[25]. Cells were able to be cultured on complex micropatterned

surfaces down to a minimum linewidth of 20 µm [17].

Optical projection lithography provides arbitrarily reconfigurable maskless pat-

terning through the use of an easily addressable DMD. While reconfigurable, this

method limits image complexity and intensity by directly transferring images dis-

played to the substrate and does not allow for the offset or repositioning of images.

4.1.3 Holographic Photolithography

High-throughput laser processing can be achieved through two possible methods. The

first method focuses on increasing the speed of scanning processing methods while

the second focuses on utilizing a single-shot technique based on multiple-beam inter-

ference or phase holograms. Multiple-beam techniques are well suited for periodic

structure fabrication [75], while the holographic technique can fabricate arbitrary

patterns [72].

A recent process makes use of a photomask imprinted with a computer-generated

hologram to produce highly specific, complex patterns [5]. Through the use of phase

modulation and Fraunhoffer (far field) diffraction the holographic photomask shapes
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light into a desired image and reconstructs it at the imaging plane of the optical sys-

tem (which coincides with the surface of substrate). Because the information required

for image formation is spread out over an entire hologram, the image quality is less

sensitive to defects in the mask. Phase holograms are desirable because of increased

efficiency, which can be as high as 60% of the incident beam power. Instead of using

particular portions of the source beam to generate each component of the image, this

approach uses the entire source beam to construct the projected image. This results

in the ability to redirect power from “dead pixels” and increase the incident intensity

on image pixels. Although this holographic method is not a maskless technique, it

offers many advantages over other lithographic methods including the elimination of

complex alignment equipment, and the capability to construct detailed high resolu-

tion images through the use of Fourier transforms. This method demonstrates the

holographic approach to image generation utilized in DMHL, but requires a fixed

mask limiting its processing capabilities to a single pattern.

In order to improve the holographic approach, high-throughput and reconfigurable

systems were developed. Hayasaki et al. [38] placed a liquid crystal based SLM at the

back focal plane of a microscope objective to rapidly display several CGHs. Using

the CGHs they were able to obtain and display single lines of 1.4 µm diameter

dots. These dots were projected and patterned with a femtosecond pulsed laser

onto a standard glass substrate through a combination holographic and scanning

techniques. A single line of dots was patterned as the scanning stage moved the

substrate, resulting in a higher order 2D image. This concept was extended to 3D

through the multiplexing of various computer generated Fresnel lenses. Several lenses

of varying focal length were created individually and subsequently summed together.

The resulting combination of lenses produced 1.5 µm dots on three separate planes

[19]. These processes show the feasibility of 3D processing, but do not provide a
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Figure 4.1: The graphical user interface designed for controlling the 3-axis position
of multiple prescribed intensity distributions.

means for the fabrication of massively parallel, complicated features.

4.2 Single-shot Patterning Interface

The same principles that govern the creation of phase holograms for serial paths are

also applicable to single-shot patterning. However, a major difference between the

two techniques is that in single-shot patterning an entire desired intensity distribution

is encoded in a single phase hologram. As a result, a laser path is unnecessary and the

calculation of multiple holograms is essential only to induce an axial shift in position.

The magnitude of both lateral and axial shifts should match those described with

serial patterning (Section 3.2). Because only a single hologram needs to be created

(a few in the case of a 3D structure), the processing time is faster, warranting a

different, more rapidly adjustable user interface. A GUI was constructed in MATLAB

(Figure 4.1) to accept user defined parameters. The Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm

was modified to accept grayscale images, in addition to the coordinates generated
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Figure 4.2: CCD camera image of a sample intensity distribution created by a phase
hologram generated using the GUI. Scale bar is 5 µm.

by G-code, greatly expanding the catalog of patterns that can be formed. Any

common digital image file such as bitmap (.bmp), joint photographic experts group

(.jpeg), and tagged image file format (.tif) can be uploaded as a desired intensity

distribution. The sole requirements are that the images are grayscale, the images

match the resolution of the phase hologram to be displayed on the SLM, and the area

of the desired intensity distribution corresponds to the field of view of the objective.

The latter requirement relates to the spatial filtering done to prevent the zero order

from interfering with the first diffracted order. Because an iris diaphragm is used

to perform the filtering, the optical system has a limited aperture. However, with

proper selection of the aperture, the aperture size can match the field of view of the

objective. This ensures that what you see through the CCD camera is actually what

you get at the image plane. In other words the intensity of the input image must be

located at the center of a black 512 x 512 background in a 150 x 175 pixel area. Up to
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three images may be uploaded and combined into a single phase hologram using this

custom software. The user has control over the individual position of each image in

both the lateral and axial directions. Another user option allows for the specification

of a desired feature height. This option generates the image at a number of planes

based on the depth of focus of the target material. For example, if a 10 µm feature is

specified and the substrate had a depth of focus of 2 µm, the input image would be

generated in 5 planes. All of the user controlled values in the GUI provide an easy

to use interface that enables any researcher to rapidly create and produce desired

intensity distributions in the optical system.

4.3 Photoresist Patterning

During preliminary testing, the NOA 63 substrate used in serial patterning was found

to have an intensity threshold that was too high for the single-shot patterning. There-

fore, the S1813 photoresist used in serial testing was selected for single-shot testing.

The optimum absorbtion wavelength for S1813 is 436 nm. The Coherent PRISMA

pulsed laser was used for all single-shot experiments to provide the peak powers

necessary to transfer an entire pattern at one time.

The S1813 photoresist was spun coat at 3500 rpm to generate a 1.5 µm layer

on a glass coverslip. Due to the thin layer of the photoresist only controllable 2D

patterning was expected. A numeric ‘four’ pattern was created to test both the

absorbance and resolution of the single-shot technique. The current level of the

laser was set to 13 A (equivalent to ∼1 mW). Several exposure times were tested

ranging from 1 s to 2 min. The optimum exposure time for this photoresist/pattern

combination was ∼10 s with the 100x objective. Three of the exposed patterns can

be found in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.3a represents and under exposed image (5s), Figure

4.3b represents an exposed image (10s), and Figure 4.3c represents an over exposed
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.3: SEM images of numeric ‘4’ patterns produced using various exposure
times, Te. (a) Te = 5 s (under exposed) , (b) Te = 10 s (optimally exposed), and (c)
Te = 30 s (over exposed). The material is S1813 photoresist and the scale bars are 5
µm.

image (30s). Once again the material exposed should be removed because we are

using a positive photoresist. A portion of the exposed area remains unremoved in the

under exposed sample, while material outside the desired exposure area is removed in

the over exposed sample. The properly exposed sample produces the desired pattern.

As Figure 4.3b illustrates, even with optimal exposure times, the single-shot pho-

toresist patterning technique is incapable of producing sharp, smooth edges. The

rough edges are most likely due to speckle caused by the surface of the SLM. Speckle

arises when coherent radiation is scattered from a surface whose roughness is compa-

rable to or greater than the wavelength of the laser radiation. An irregular pattern

of bright and dark speckles result from undesired interference patterns caused by the

interaction of wavelets from different depths of the surface [76]. Initially, to combat

speckle, diffusers were introduced into the optical train to reduce the coherence of the

laser light. Several ground glass diffusers were tested in the optical setup (Thorlabs

DG20-120, DG20-220, DG20-600, and DG20-1500). The more finely ground diffuser
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(1500) provided higher transmittance, while the more coarsely ground (120) pro-

duced a greater amount of diffusion at the expense of reduced transmission. While

the diffusers did reduce coherency and smooth the image, the decreased transmission

prevented adequate intensity from reaching the sample surface. In order to provide

high intensity and maintain the degree of coherency necessary to accurately form the

intensity distributions, computer-generated corrections were evaluated.

In an effort to demonstrate single-shot pattern transfer a single phase hologram

composed of 30 individually created holograms was made. The resulting hologram

was used to project the ‘4’ pattern into S1813 photoresist. The method was evaluated

using a single power of ∼1 mW and varying exposure times. A sample of the final

structures are presented in Figure 4.4. The edge roughness of the 60 s exposure to

the combined holograms is comparable to the 10 s exposure to a single hologram.

This indicates the combined hologram is attenuating the intensity. The attenuation

is due to the fact that 30 holograms, dictating different phase delay values, divide

the available power. In addition, the roughness due to speckle can be explained by

the 2π phase shifting limit of the SLM. The modulus after division for each hologram

yields a phase value for each pixel in the SLM display. When all of these values are

averaged only a single modulus is produced for each pixel, which results in, what is

in effect, a single phase hologram that produces the same amount of speckle. These

results indicate another method for speckle correction is necessary.

Adaptive corrections for speckle using amplitude-only SLMs have been performed

[77], but, to date, adaptive corrections for speckle using phase-only SLMs have not

been presented in the literature. This is most likely due to the fact that speckle

noise is very sensitive to phase error [78]. Because the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm

relies on the introduction of a random phase to initialize, slight phase errors will

persist leading to the introduction of speckle. Attempts have been made to address
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.4: SEM images of numeric ‘4’ pattern produced using a single hologram
containing the phase information of 30 independently generated holograms. (a) Te =
10 s, (b) Te = 30 s, and (c) Te = 60 s. The laser power was ∼1 mW, the material is
S1813 photoresist, and the scale bars are 5 µm.

speckle using phase holograms based on the statistical independence between two

phase holograms. Amako et al. [79] showed that by exposing the same target area to

30-50 independently generated phase holograms of the same image, the fidelity of the

final structure is greatly enhanced. The speckle contrast, which is a good measure of

image fidelity, is given by

C =
σ

〈I〉 =
1√
N

, (4.1)

where σ is the standard deviation, 〈I〉 is the average intensity, and N is the number of

phase hologram additions. It is evident from Equation 4.1 that the speckle contrast

can be lowered simply by increasing the number of phase holograms used during

exposure. This makes rational sense because the method relies on time-averaged

exposure, so increasing the number of holograms produces a more uniform average

intensity across the image area. The time-averaging method was tested in the optical

system using N values of 10, 30, and 50 that result in speckle contrast values of

0.316, 0.183, and 0.141 respectively. By controlling the frame rate, ten second phase
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.5: SEM images of numeric ‘4’ pattern in which the S1813 photoresist has
been exposed for 10 s for (a) N = 10, (b) N = 30, and (c) N = 50. The laser power
was ∼1 mW and the scale bars are 5 µm.

hologram movies were created for each N value such that the total exposure time

would match the single-shot exposure time of the results presented earlier. The

power setting of the laser, ∼1 mW, was also identical to the power used in the single-

shot results. Figure 4.5 contains SEM images of the patterns made using the time-

averaged approach. A marked improvement in feature resolution is evident using the

time-averaged method. The appearance of speckle along the feature edges is greatly

reduced. The roughness of the feature created with N = 10 is greater than that of

both the N = 30 and N = 50, which is expected based the predicted speckle contrast.

The next step is to compare the dimensions of the patterns produced to those of the

target intensity distribution. Measurements of height and width are difficult to make

with complex patterns, therefore the area of the patterns was calculated to access

transfer accuracy. The area calculations were performed using a threshold function

in the ImageJ software package. By first converting the SEM images to binary, the

threshold function works by adding only those pixels within a continuous pattern of

a minimum size to the area value. Table 4.1 outlines the area measurements derived
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Table 4.1: Measured area compared to the area of the desired intensity distribution
for the results displayed in Figure 4.5. The desired area was 2170 pixels which
corresponds to a ∼241 µm2 pattern area based on the 1

3
micron to pixel ratio.

Area (µm2) Scaling( µm
pixel

) Error (%)

N = 10 272.0 ± 6.682 0.354 ± 0.055 6.31
N = 30 282.8 ± 6.756 0.361 ± 0.056 8.41
N = 50 279.7 ± 8.866 0.359 ± 0.064 7.81

from the ImageJ program. Again, there is good agreement between the predicted

and desired image size, the greatest deviation in scaling is 0.028 µm/pixel The areas

produced by each N value are also in good agreement indicating that the only effect

of a higher N value is to produce greater image sharpness. The minor deviations

between areas are mostly likely due to slight focal plane location variations between

patterning runs. The time-averaged approach yields accurate patterning results,

but does require more processing time than an ideal single shot process as multiple

holograms must be calculated. However, the time to calculate 50 holograms was

roughly a minute. This is small trade off for the increased resolution the method

provides.

4.4 Protein Patterning

The next advancement beyond the successful 2D serial patterning demonstrated in

Section 3.3.3 would be the patterning of entire intensity distributions in a single-

shot. This could have application for the rapid construction of protein arrays. A

three feature pattern containing a rectangle, triangle, and hexagon was designed.

Using the 10x objective the areas of the rectangle, hexagon, and square are 600

square pixels (6667 µm2), 781 square pixels (8678 µm2), and 522 square pixels (5800

µm2), respectively. The 10x objective was used to obtain larger patterns for potential
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.6: FITC-BSA was exposed to three patterns simultaneously at 17.0 A (110
mW) for 10 s. Light microscope images were taken (a) during exposure to show the
intensity distribution in the substrate and (b) after exposure to show the resulting
pattern. A SEM image (c) was also taken after desiccating the protein pattern. Scale
bars are 20 µm.

detection applications.

The protein sample was prepared as described previously in Section 3.3.3 and ex-

posed to a variety of power levels. An acceptable transfer of pattern to material was

observed at a power level of 110 mW and exposure time of 10 s. Light microscope

images were taken during and after exposure along with SEM images of the final

structures. The images reveal that three desired structures were formed simultane-

ously within the BSA protein. The sample was dried before SEM images were taken

resulting in dehydration and what appears to be structural collapse. The results

make sense given the porous composition due the speckle present in the intensity

distribution. The void spaces provide ample space for the pattern to constrict and

collapse upon itself. The time-averaging method was next implemented to improve

resolution in the protein, as was demonstrated with the photoresist.

Series of phase hologram were created using the time-averaging method with N

values of 10, 30, 50, and 100. For each N value, the fps parameter was set to result

in a 10 s exposure. The power incident on the target patterns was again 110 mW.

Figure 4.7 presents the results in FITC-BSA using these settings. All of the time-

averaged patterns are more resolved than the initial single-shot patterns shown in
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Figure 4.7: FITC-BSA exposed to three time-averaged patterns simultaneously at
17.0 A (110 mW) for 10 s. Light microscope, SEM, and fluorescent images were taken
with N values of (a,e,i) 10 (b,f,j) 30 (c,g,k) 50, and (d,h,l) 100. All scale bars are
50 µm.

Figure 4.6. Although speckle is still present, the patterns appear much more uniform

throughout their surfaces. The sample produced using 10 phase holograms contains

more contrast, which can be attributed to a lesser degree of time-averaging that

results in a longer exposure time for fewer holograms. The samples produced using

30, 50, and 100 holograms resulted in the same qualitative level of speckle, so in

order to provide a quantitative assessment, area calculations of each pattern were

performed. Due to the low level contrast of the light microscope images, the ImageJ

program could not be used to measure area. Instead the areas were computed based
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Table 4.2: Measured area and corresponding micron per pixel values of the desired
intensity distributions for the results displayed in Figure 4.7. The expected scaling
value is 10

3
microns per pixel.

Rect. (µm2) Tri. (µm2) Hex. (µm2) Scaling ( µm
pixel

)

N = 10 6372 5304 7806 3.218
N = 30 5375 4059 7716 2.977
N = 50 6177 4632 7149 3.106
N = 100 6491 4691 8005 3.195

Table 4.3: Measured area and corresponding micron per pixel values of the desired
intensity distributions for the fluorescence results displayed in Figure. The expected
scaling value is 10

3
microns per pixel.

Rect. (µm2) Tri. (µm2) Hex. (µm2) Scaling ( µm
pixel

)

N = 10 8265 6147 8839 3.502
N = 30 7604 6133 8907 3.455
N = 50 8422 6739 9641 3.618
N = 100 8414 6760 9616 3.617

on measurements made of the side lengths of each pattern.

Table 4.2 shows the resulting areas were smaller than expected with a average

scaling error of about -6.27 percent or 0.209 microns per pixel. These values seem to

indicate the time-averaging method generates smaller than predicted features. Be-

cause contraction of the protein structures caused by the drying process was evident

previously, fluorescent microscopy was used to make in situ area measurements. The

FITC conjugated BSA has an absorption wavelength of 495 nm and an emission

wavelength of 528 nm. Figure 4.7 displays the resulting fluorescent images for each

N value. The high contrast of the fluorescent images enabled the use of ImageJ for

area measurements. Table 4.3 shows the fluorescent images yielded larger measured

areas than both the predicted areas and the areas calculated from the SEM images.

The average scaling error was about 6.45 percent or 0.215 microns per pixel. Despite

the differences between predicted and experimental feature sizes, the fact that the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.8: The FITC-BSA and FITC-avidin solution was exposed to three patterns
simultaneously at 17.8 A (177 mW) for 10 s. Biotin-ATTO 655 was applied after
exposure for 20 min. Fluorescent microscope images were taken using (a) FITC and
(b) Cy5 filter sets. A combined fluorescent image (c) reveals the functionality of the
substrate after patterning. The scale bars are 50 µm.

desired areas were between the area measurements made using SEM and fluorescent

imaging indicated an accurate transfer of features to substrate.

The fluorescent response of the FITC-BSA microstructures indicated the FITC

had retained functionality after exposure to the laser intensity distribution required to

generate the target patterns. However, in order to demonstrate that protein-binding

capacity was retained after photo-patterning, the FITC-BSA (200 mg
mL

) was spiked

with FITC-avidin (33 mg
mL

). A spiked solution was used to conserve avidin because

of the high concentration of protein required for photocrosslinking. A 9:1 by volume

solution of FITC-BSA:FITC-avidin was made yielding a total protein concentration of

183 mg
mL

. The lower overall protein concentration required an increase in the incident

power from 110 mW to 177 mW to initiate crosslinking. Figure 4.8a presents a

fluorescent image of the resulting shapes fabricated in the spiked protein solution.

The protein pattern was incubated with ATTO 650-biotin to demonstrate that biotin-

binding capacity was retained by the avidin component. Figure 4.8b indicates the

presence of biotin within each of the protein structures. The dual fluorescence image

in Figure 4.8c shows more clearly the biotin-binding ability is present only within the
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fabricated structures. This is important because microfabricated structures composed

of avidin that retain the ability to bind biotinylated molecules offer a means to localize

enzymes, sensors, and cellular effectors with high spatial resolution.

4.5 Chapter 4 Summary

In this chapter results were presented for the single-shot exposure of various sub-

strates, namely photoresists and BSA. The ability to generate large and intricate

intensity distributions was demonstrated; however, the presence of speckle greatly

affected the resolution of the resulting patterns. While several methods were investi-

gated to eliminate speckle, only the time-average method utilizing multiple holograms

succeeded. Despite the fact that the method required increased calculation time, the

increase was minimal compared to the impact on the resolution of the transferred

images.
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Chapter 5

Holonomic Janus Manipulation and

Control

A Janus particle is a specialized colloid that contains two unique faces. The spherical

anisotropy associated with Janus particles has been leveraged for several commercial

applications, including electrophoretic displays [80], nanoviscometers [81], and self-

propelling micro-machines [82]. Despite success integrating Janus particles in these

areas, effective control or constraint over all six translational and rotational degrees

of freedom has not been demonstrated. This chapter presents the development and

demonstration of a new class of Janus particles, termed ‘dot’ Janus, capable of be-

ing simultaneously manipulated both optically and magnetically for near holonomic

control.

5.1 Prominent Microscale Particle Manipulation

Techniques

Although many methods exist for the spatial positioning and rotation of dielectric

and magnetic particles, these methods provide control over up to only four degrees

of freedom. A discussion of these techniques is presented in order to demonstrate the

need for a more robust manipulation scheme.

5.1.1 Birefrigent Techniques

Although optical traps are generally used to apply forces, they can also apply signif-

icant torques when coupled with birefringent particles. Birefringence is polarization
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dependent and occurs in materials with crystalline structures. The crystal structure

leads to structural anisotropy resulting in two orthogonal indices of refraction. Us-

ing a quarter wave plate to affect angular momentum [83], the polarization of laser

light is controlled to apply torque. Purely optical torques have been reported in the

range of 0.100 pN ·µm to 2.4 pN ·µm [84, 85, 86]. With the addition of a single

rotation degree, a birefringent trapped particle effectively demonstrates four degrees

of control.

5.1.2 Optomagnetic Tweezers

Several hybrid systems, termed optomagnetic tweezers, combine optical trapping with

magnetic tweezers. These systems are generally composed of multiple magnetic coils

positioned around the inverted microscope of a standard optical trap. The magnetic

coils allow for the application of a rotating magnetic field. Magnetic tweezers typically

exert weaker forces (0.01 - 100 pN) on magnetic beads than optical tweezers (0.1 - 150

pN) [87]. For this reason, translational movement of the beads is controlled primarily

by the optical trap which effectively eliminates lateral position change during the

application of a rotating magnetic field. This enables externally controlled magnets

to rotate trapped particles inducing a particle torque [88]. Using super-paramagnetic

beads torques of 3.5x10−18 N ·m for 2.6 µm and 2.5x10−19 N ·m for 1.0 µm diameter

beads have been reported [89].

Another type of optomagnetic tweezers uses dielectric and magnetic particles as

well as nanowires to produce torques. A dielectric particle is chemically attached

to a magnetic particle effectively creating a Janus assembly. Upon application of a

magnetic field, the magnetic bead exerts an attractive force on the nanowire. The

dielectric particle is easily trapped while the magnetic particle causes the Janus as-

sembly to rotate upon the application of a rotating magnetic field. This method has
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been shown to produce forces on the order of 100 pN for the manipulation of 200 nm

particles [90].

5.1.3 Janus Manipulation Techniques

Metallic Janus particles have been shown to exhibit unique characteristics in optical

tweezers. These particles contain a metallic half and a dielectric half. Merkt et al.

reported the first attempt at optically trapping metallic Janus particles [91]. The

particles could be locally constrained at lower optical powers (≤7 mW); however,

it was shown that the particles could not be trapped and were expelled above an

incident power of 8 mW. Rotation of the constrained particle could be controlled

within a small laser power range, but the capability to move the particle laterally and

axially was not demonstrated. Because translational movement was not successfully

demonstrated in this study, it is impossible to determine if the particle was truly

contained within the optical trap.

5.2 Janus Particle Fabrication

This section focuses on the creation of metallic Janus particles for use in optical

trapping. An overview of current fabrication methods is presented followed by the

discussion of a newly developed ‘dot’ Janus particle.

5.2.1 Current Fabrication Techniques

There are many methods to fabricate Janus particles including masking, microcon-

tact printing, interfacial fluid techniques, and directional evaporation. Most of these

methods are for the creation of chemically modified Janus particles. The masking

technique uses a cellulose varnish to protect one hemisphere of a particle from chem-

ical functionalization [92]. Once functionalized the masking layer can be removed.
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Microcontact printing has also been used to produce chemically modified Janus par-

ticles [93, 94]. A PDMS stamp is used to apply a surfactant film to particles already

partially coated in an insoluble film of glucose. Through the use of biphasic aqueous

solutions at varying flow rates, several more types of Janus particles may be formed

[95, 96, 97]. While these methods work well for chemical modification, there are fewer

techniques available for the fabrication of metallic Janus particles. Nanometer-size

metallic Janus particles have been fabricated using a convective assembly deposi-

tion technique [98] followed by metal evaporation or through self-assembled grafting

techniques [99]. However, on the micron-size scale, metallic Janus particles are most

commonly produced by directional metal evaporation onto colloidal monolayers [100].

We are interested in creating 10 µm Janus particles, so the evaporation method is

preferable.

5.2.2 ‘Dot’ Janus Formation

We used variants of the evaporation technique to produce both conventional ‘half’

metallic Janus particles and ‘dot’ Janus particles. 10 micron polystyrene particles

(Thermofisher, Waltham, MA) were transferred from aqueous solvent into methanol.

These particles were pipetted onto slightly tilted glass microscope slides, which

formed consistent regions of close-packed monolayers via gravitation induced sedi-

mentation combined with solvent evaporation, (Figure 5.1a). 50 nm of cobalt was

directionally evaporated onto the substrate using conventional metal evaporation

techniques, (Figure 5.1b). Next, the substrate was sonicated in water to resuspend

the ‘half’ Janus particles, (Figure 5.1c). The ‘dot’ Janus particles are engineered

from the same monolayer of particles (Figure 5.1a); however, an intermediary step is

required to partially mask the region of metal evaporation. This is achieved by first

spinning a 1.5 µm thick layer of S-1813 positive photoresist (Microchem, Newton,
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MA) at 3500 rpm onto another glass slide. The two slides are pressed firmly together

into a sandwich, with a pressure of ∼11 N/cm2, (Figure 5.1d). The applied pressure

creates displacement and capillary forces due to the volume and geometry of the

particles, causing the photoresist to envelop the particles except in the region where

steric forces between the top glass slide and the particles exclude the photoresist. The

sandwich is cured by heating the sample at 90C for two minutes, after which the two

slides can be pulled apart. The particles remain anchored to the bottom slide due to

stronger adhesion forces, leaving a small ‘dot’ of uncoated surface remaining on each

particle, (Figure 5.1e). 20 nm of cobalt is evaporated onto the surface, (Figure 5.1f),

and finally the sample is developed in M-351 (Microchem) for 5 minutes and sonicated

for 10 seconds to remove the photoresist and release the ’dot’ Janus particles into

solution, (Figure 5.1g). The particles are transferred to a 0.05% LiquiNox aqueous

solvent to stabilize the suspension.
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Figure 5.1: Techniques for fabricating ‘half’ Janus and ‘dot’ Janus particles are
illustrated. In both processes a monolayer of 10 µm fluorescent polystyrene particles
are convectively assembled on a glass slide. Evaporation of cobalt onto the colloidal
monolayers is typically used to produce ‘half’ Janus particles, which are subsequently
released by sonication. ‘Dot’ Janus particles are produced by pressing the particles
into photoresist in order to protect a larger region of the particle. Cobalt is evaporated
onto the photoresist film, followed by development of the remaining photoresist and
sonication, in order to produce Janus particles coated with a small dot. Insets are
scanning electron micrographs with scale bars of (b) 10 µm, (e) 15 µm, and (c),(g) 2
µm.
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5.3 Optical and Magnetic Manipulation Theory

The prime particle candidates for a combined system, magnetic Janus particles, have

not yet been stably integrated with optical tweezers. The principles behind the optical

and magnetic control of ‘dot’ Janus particles are presented.

5.3.1 Optical Manipulation

A general explanation is proposed for why optical trapping is more easily accom-

plished with ‘dot’ Janus particles (i.e. particles with metal covering much less than

50% of the particle surface) than with half coated Janus particles. In the Mie size

regime, where the particle diameter is large compared with the trapping wavelength,

λ, the momentum imparted by a focused optical beam can be described using geomet-

ric ray optics following Ashkin’s line of reasoning [101]. In brief, each light ray refracts

and reflects at the particle/fluid interface according to Snell’s law, and the momen-

tum change between the incident ray and the refracted/reflected ray is summed over

all incident rays to determine the net force on the particle. Typically, the net force is

artificially divided into a gradient force, arising from refraction through the particle,

and a scattering force, arising from reflection at the particle surface. The gradient

force tends to pull the particle towards the beam focus, whereas the scattering force

tends to push the particle away from the emission source. Figure 5.2 illustrates the

incident light rays a and b refracted through the particle and the gradient forces

~Fa and ~Fb imparted on the particle due to each light ray. The ray optics approach

reveals the importance of the symmetry of conjugate light rays in an optical trap.

As long as the gradient force balances the scattering force,Fs, the trap will remain

stable. For particles partially coated by reflective metal, the symmetry of this pro-

cess may be broken, leading to unbalanced torques and forces that will depend on
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.2: Cross sections for the optical trapping of (a) transparent, (b) ’half’
Janus, and (c) ‘dot’ Janus particles. The metallic layer of a ‘half’ Janus particle causes
the laser light to reflect, preventing refraction within the particle, thus preventing the
formation of a stable optical trap. Conversely, a ‘dot’ Janus particle in the proper
orientation (shown) behaves as a transparent particle and transmits the majority of
the laser light, thus holding the particle in the trap.

the position and orientation of the particle. As illustrated in Figure 5.2b, the metal

coating inhibits light transmission through half of the particle leading to unbalanced

gradient and scattering forces, consequently expelling a Janus particle from the cen-

ter of the trap. This effect was recently observed experimentally [91]. At low optical

powers (≤ 7 mW), it was demonstrated that Janus beads can be confined within

an optical trap; however, the trapping region in these cases is not strongly localized

and rotation of the particle can be observed about the focal point. Optical trapping

capability should theoretically be improved with ‘dot’ Janus particles, as illustrated

in Figure 5.2c, because the momentum imbalance on opposing sides of the particle is

greatly reduced.

5.3.2 Magnetic Manipulation

The magnetic response of a Janus particle is determined by the magnetization and

volume of the coating metal. Cobalt is ferromagnetic, retaining a remnant magnetic

moment, ~mp, in the absence of magnetic field. The magnetic moment of cobalt
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.3: (a) Coordinate axes are defined relative to particle orientation, as de-
picted, with magnetic moment oriented along θ. Rotational control of ‘dot’ Janus
particles. (b) Cartoon and (c) fluorescent micrograph of the alignment of ‘dot’ Janus
particles’ magnetic moments with an applied external field (black arrows). Due to
the axial symmetry of the applied field, particles remain free to rotate in θ .

can be approximated from the magnetization of bulk cobalt, ~Mp = 5000 Oe [102],

and the volume of the cobalt patch, Vp, as ~mp = ~MpVp. Thin-films of cobalt have

large shape anisotropy, which causes the magnetic moment to be effectively pinned

in the plane of the film. In the presence of an external field, ~Hext, the moment of

the particle will feel a magnetic torque, ~τm , towards alignment with the external

field direction as ~τm = µ0 ~mp x ~Hext, where µ0 is the permeability of free space.

However, the polystyrene body of the particle will resist this torque with a rotational

friction of γrot = 8πηa3, where η is the viscosity of the fluid and a is the particle

radius. This rotational friction translates into a counter-torque proportional to the

rotational velocity of the particle, ψ̇, as τγ = γrotψ̇. For 10 µm diameter ‘dot’ Janus

particles, the maximum magnetic torque in a 50 Oe magnetic field is calculated to be

2500 pN µm. The torque that can be applied to these ‘dot’ Janus particles is three

orders of magnitude larger than torques previously reported in similar optomagnetic

systems [89] and is a direct result of the large volume of magnetic material on the

surface of these particles. Although alignment in two dimensions can be achieved

using a single uniform field, due to the axial symmetry of the field, the particle
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will have one remaining orientational degree of freedom that is not controlled. For

example, if the field direction is φ, ψ = 0◦ , then the magnetic moment will be

constrained to the plane φ, ψ = 0◦; however, the particle is still free to rotate in θ,

(Figure 5.3). It is possible to increase the control of the particle by using an external

magnetic field in conjunction with an optical setup. The optical trap can directly

control three translational degrees of freedom of the particle while constraining one

rotational degree of freedom, (θ in this case). In addition, the magnetic field can

directly control the remaining two orientational degrees of freedom leading to near

holonomic control of a colloidal particle.

5.4 Experimental Results

This section describes the experimental apparatus and presents the manipulation

capabilities of ‘dot’ Janus particles.

5.4.1 Experimental Apparatus

The optical magnetic hybrid system is built around the optical trap described in

Section 2.3. A 532 nm wavelength laser was used. Three iron-core solenoids were

placed along orthogonal axes that are positioned 5 cm from the sample plane. The

solenoids are capable of applying both constant and rotating fields of varying strength.

The SLM contained in the optical trapping setup enables movement of particles along

predefined paths. Figure 5.4 depicts the final setup of the optomagnetic system for

particle manipulation.

5.4.2 Demonstration of Holonomic Control

In order to test the optical compatibility of these Janus particles, each type of sus-

pension was tested in an optical trap. Dilute Janus particle suspensions (∼ 0.1%
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Figure 5.4: The magnetic field setup required for ‘dot’ Janus optical and magnetic
manipulation. The solenoids apply the magnetic field required for rotation while the
optical trap positions the particle in three dimensions

volume fraction) were placed in fluid cells comprised of a microscope slide and a glass

coverslip separated by a 120 µm thick spacer (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Half Janus

particles were immediately expelled from the beam focus when the laser was turned

on. It was noted that upon lowering the average beam power below a certain threshold

(< 8.0 mW), ‘half’ Janus particles, though not trapped, would remain near the focal

point. Occasionally, these proximal particles were observed to rotate around the focal

point, consistent with previous results [91]. In some cases, heating of the particle was

observed as substantiated by the formation of air bubbles nucleated on the particle

surface, a phenomenon previously observed in colloidal suspensions of microparticles

[103, 104, 105, 106]. However, at these lower beam intensities, the optical traps could

not overcome surface and gravitational forces to translate ‘half’ Janus particles in a
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.5: (a) Coordinate axes are defined relative to particle orientation, as de-
picted. (b) Cartoon and (c) micrograph depicting an overlay of 12 images during
optical manipulation of a ‘dot’ Janus particle with magnetic moment oriented along
φ = 0◦ . Manipulation sequence moves particles along x (green), y (yellow), xz (red),
and yz (blue) global axes. Scale bar is 10 µm.

reliable fashion. Alternatively, the ‘dot’ Janus particles can be trapped in the focal

point of the optical trap and subsequently controlled in three orthogonal spatial di-

rections (x, y, z), (Figure 5.5). In the coordinate system defined in Figure 5.5a, the

trapped ‘dot’ Janus particle remains free to rotate in the ψ and φ directions, however,

the optical trap effectively constrains the motion of the particle in the θ direction in

order to minimize interference of the cobalt ‘dot’ with the transmission of the optical

beam. Trapping of both ‘dot’ Janus and bare 10 µm particles was consistently ob-

served with laser intensities in the range of 2 to 15 mW. The compatibility of the ‘dot’

Janus particles with the full range of trapping laser intensities demonstrates that the

metal coatings of ‘dot’ Janus particles do not impair the optical trapping behavior.

A ‘dot’ Janus particle is first optically trapped within the focal point allowing for

control of x, y, z, and a constraint of θ = 0◦. Once trapped, an external magnetic

field is applied to orient the particle in the φ and ψ directions. A particle is moved

in a circular path via a preprogrammed optical beam, while a horizontally rotating

magnetic field simultaneously orients the particle in ψ, (Figure 5.6a). A vertically

rotating magnetic field is also shown to rotate the orientation of the particle in φ,
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Figure 5.6: Simultaneous optical and magnetic control of a ‘dot’ Janus particle is
demonstrated. (a) Overlay of seven images as ‘dot’ Janus particle is spatially moved
around a predefined circle (green dotted line) by a holographic optical trap and
rotationally oriented by a 0.1 Hz rotating magnetic field, (oriented in the direction
of blue arrow at each image capture). (b-d) Sequence of images showing rotation of
Janus particle around x-axis while optically trapped. A particle with small debris
was intentionally used to better visualize the orientation of the Janus particle in φ.

(Figure 5.6b-d). Theoretically, it is possible to use holograms generated by SLMs

to control multiple particles simultaneously [21, 22, 72]. This approach may also be

combined with local magnetic fields to achieve near holonomic control of an ensemble

of particles [107, 108]. We have demonstrated the ability to directly control 5 degrees

of freedom of the particle’s motion (3 translational and 2 orientational) while con-

straining the final 6th degree of freedom. Ultimately, this demonstration represents

the highest control ever achieved over freely suspended spherical colloidal particles.

The controlled manipulation of ‘dot’ Janus particles affords new degrees of freedom in

the measurement of mechanical properties of previously investigated molecules such
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as DNA, ankyrin, and kinesin [89, 109, 27]. Recent studies have also introduced the

concept of manipulating and controlling cell function through the magnetic actua-

tion of nanoparticles bound to the cell surface [110, 111]. These potential biological

applications as well as the more obvious application of directed hierarchical parti-

cle assembly establish the broad reaching scientific value of near holonomic particle

control.

5.5 Chapter 5 Summary

In this chapter, we have developed a new method for the controlled synthesis of ‘dot’

Janus particles that have a sufficiently small surface coverage of cobalt film to allow

compatibility with an optical trap. The advantage of this approach is that the ‘dot’

Janus particles behave more like normal dielectric particles in an optical trap, while

also responding to magnetic force and torques produced by an external magnetic

field. The near holonomic control over these spherical Janus particles opens up a new

realm of advanced manipulation strategies which will have important ramifications

in nanoengineering.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Recent advancements in laser-based photolithography have expanded highly resolved

micropatterning to three dimensions, eliminated the need for photomasks, and re-

sulted in the ability to perform direct pattern transfer within various photoresists

and biological substrates. While the incorporation of laser-based systems has ex-

panded lithographic capability, performance has been significantly limited by the

serial nature of operation and the difficulty associated with creating complex pattern

templates. Drawing upon the success of holographic optical trapping to modulate

laser light into desired intensity distributions, the primary goal of this research was

to develop a maskless photolithographic tool with the unique ability to operate in

both serial and single-shot lithography modes.

The development of a user-friendly virtual design environment enabled the cre-

ation of desired paths for serial lithography and images for single-shot lithography.

Based on these paths and images, phase holograms were rapidly computed using

the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm for the automatic transfer of a pattern to a target

material. The phase holograms produced individual foci for serial transfer and en-

tire intensity patterns for single-shot transfer. In addition to serial and single-shot

transfer, the adaptability provided through this phase-based approach facilitated the

development of a high throughput patterning mode. This parallel patterning mode

was introduced by dividing the incident laser power between up to 25 individually

controllable foci using the appropriate phase holograms. Each focal point was pro-

grammed to follow a distinct path for the simultaneous creation of 3D structures with

varying dimensions. The demonstration of this novel parallel patterning method en-
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hanced photolithography by enabling the creation of large arrays of varying features.

The serial, single-shot, and parallel patterning modes were used to produce pat-

terns in various photoresists and biological substrates. Though each mode proved

successful, the minimum resolution of the optical system was determined to provide

a quantifiable measure of patterning capability. The minimum lateral resolution of

the optical system was on the order of 350 nm which compared favorably to the

predicted minimum resolution of 232 nm. The axial resolution varied based on the

substrate, but the minimum value observed was on the order of 2 µm. Though the

optical system provided these high resolutions, the incorporation of a Ti:sapphire

laser for two-photon processing should further enhance these resolution values.

In addition to the described lithographic applications, the optical system also

possessed the capability to optically trap microparticles. Using the system in optical

trapping mode, near holonomic control of ‘dot’ Janus particles was performed. The

‘dot’ Janus particles behaved like normal dielectric particles, but also responded to

the magnetic forces and torques produced by an external magnetic field. Because

of these unique particle characteristics, 3 degrees of spatial control and 2 degrees of

rotational control were observed. This represents the highest level of control ever

demonstrated over a colloidal microparticle and could provide a new method for

deciphering molecular interaction properties.

The union of serial and single-shot maskless photolithography realized during the

course of this research provides a unique alternative to established photolithographic

methods. The result was a powerful and highly adaptable instrument for the selective

application of microscopic intensity distributions to a wide variety of photosensitive

substrates and microscopic particles.
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6.1 Contributions to the Field

The research presented demonstrated the development of an advanced, user friendly,

adaptable, and state-of-the-art optical system for use in targeted optical excitation

and trapping. This work resulted in the following specific contributions to the field

of photolithography and microparticle manipulation:

• Outlined the construction of an optical trap and the phase holograms necessary

for light modulation

• Coupled CAD with DMHL producing an automated 3D pattern transfer tool

• Demonstration of a highly parallel serial photolithographic process capable of

3D structure generation

• Introduction of a phase-based single-shot photolithographic technique

• Collaborative development of ‘dot’ Janus particles for near holonomic control

in an optical trapping system

6.2 Recommendations and Future Work

The research efforts described in this document summarize the accomplishments

made towards the stated goals of the research project. Although much work was

performed, there is potential to conduct further research and advance the capabili-

ties of the optical system even further. The following section describes the author’s

recommendations for future work.
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6.2.1 3D Photolithography

While the eventual laser source, a 532 nm ns pulsed laser, implemented in the sys-

tem provided adequate resolution and parallel patterning capability for serial pattern

transfer, a Ti:sapphire laser would provide higher resolution and could be more ef-

fective for single-shot pattern transfer. The shorter, femtosecond pulse duration of

a Ti:sapphire laser results in higher resolution (∼100 nm) due to larger peak pow-

ers that generate larger photonic concentrations at the beam focus. Because of the

larger peak powers and operating wavelength (700 - 1100 nm), two photon adsorp-

tion (TPA) could be incorporated with the materials of interest. TPA is a non-linear

process because the rate of absorption depends on the square of the incident laser

source intensity. This results in molecular changes only at the focal spot of the

laser, where the intensity of the absorbed light is greatest. These operating wave-

lengths are not damaging to biomolecules and have been shown to induce patterning

in common near-UV photoresists. The incorporation of a Ti:sapphire could improve

single-shot processing because it matches the wavelength at which our substrates are

sensitive and is confined to a smaller focus meaning the pattern could be exposed

longer without resulting in the broadening of features due to unwanted adsorption.

In addition to improving the presented processes, a Ti:sapphire laser could enable

the single-shot exposure of an entire 3D structure at once. By creating a multi-

plexed phase hologram containing feature dimensions at various planes, the laser

could provide enough power to simultaneously induce crosslinking/polymerization at

each plane. The result would be the first example of a completely 3D lithography

system, i.e., one that does not rely on scanning to produce multiple layers.
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6.2.2 CAD/CAM Software

For the CAD/CAM software, future work could involve the development or integra-

tion of a more advanced coordinate interpreter. While G-code provides an excep-

tional level of surface feature control, because its based in machine language, where

the physical tool geometry must be considered, the code limits the type of 3D struc-

tures that can be correctly interpreted. For example, a structure such as a sphere

that contains a smaller dimension below its largest dimension cannot be patterned

by a tool bit and therefore G-code is incapable of creating a proper path. The tool

bit cannot be rotated around and at any depth where material is required to be re-

moved, the material above that point is also removed. Currently if a spherical feature

was desired, the sphere would be sliced into layers from which coordinates could be

extracted and later combined to form the entire feature.

Because SolidWorks outputs STL files, all the coordinates required for any feature

are available. Either a custom program could be made or a commercial program

purchased that could interpret the file and produce the coordinates comprising the

feature. The addition of this resource would enhance the speed at which complicated

patterns could be translated into phase holograms.

6.2.3 Protein Patterning

In the area of protein patterning, further work could investigate not only photolitho-

graphic patterning, but also thermal effects. The unique capability of the SLM to

modulate intensity distribution could be leveraged for this task. A specific example

of a protein system in which thermal control would be paramount involves elastin-like

polypeptides (ELPs). ELPs are biopolymers of the pentapeptide repeat Val-Pro-Gly-

Xaa-Gly that undergo an inverse temperature phase transition. They are soluble in

aqueous solutions below their transition temperature (Tt) but hydrophobically col-
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lapse and aggregate at temperatures greater than Tt [112, 113]. Research has shown

that metallic nanoparticles are effective ‘nanoheat’ sources. Because these parti-

cles have large absorption cross-sections, fast relaxation times, and low quantum

efficiency, photonic energy is dissipated via electron-phonon interactions within the

particle and its local surroundings [114, 115]. By creating arrays of gold nanostruc-

tures with ELP tags, heating from SLM directed laser light could externally trigger

the temperature dependent phase transition of ELP to allow the capture of proteins.

Not only would this produce highly resolved ELP-based micro- and nano-patterns,

but could result in highly parallel manufacturing.

There are also other protein candidates such as caged biotin [116] that could be

selectively photopatterned on self assembled monolayers using the optical system.

Optical addressment of the arrayed gold nanoparticles could also initiate purely pho-

tochemical surface-based reactions.

6.2.4 Janus Particles

The potential for combining the newly developed ‘dot’ Janus particles with an adap-

tively controlled optical trap opens the door to many possibilities in the measurement

of the mechanical properties of biomolecules such as DNA. The 5 degree of freedom

control over particle orientation adds another rotational angle enhancing the type of

torsional measurements that can be performed. By incorporating adaptive torque

control techniques, a new and more accurate understanding of molecular interaction

could be achieved. The Janus particle would be attached to one end of a biomolecule

of interest and the other would be held stagnant by either a micropipet tip or another

trapped particle. Once positioned magnetically induced torques could be applied to

the molecule at multiple rotation angles. There are many possible collaborations that

could be formed to further investigate this technique.
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The ability to dictate assembly was also demonstrated with the ‘dot’ Janus parti-

cles. The next logical step would be to add a chemical functionality to the particles.

Perhaps a biotin-streptavidin system would be appropriate. Once a permeant link

could be formed, the optical system could be used to selectively attach particles in

predefined 3D structures.
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Appendix A

Aberration Correction

Holographic offset is introduced, through angular deviation of the beam in the plane

of the SLM, when manipulation is required away from the optical axis. The optical

axis contains the central or zeroth order which generally contains the highest con-

centration of laser power. Offset allows for the generation of equally intense traps,

away from the zeroth order, providing more evenly controlled manipulation. These

traps contain intensity gradients defined by the distance offset from the zeroth order;

the greater the distance the less power directed throughout the trap [73]. We use the

Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm to produce holographic images and to selectively control

the grayscale levels of an input image. By varying the grayscale level of a pixel, we

change the phase of the corresponding hologram, and dictate the intensity level pro-

jected to each section of the specimen plane. As we will show, this control not only

enables the system to produce uniform optical traps, but has utility in direct-write

serial and single-shot patterning.

Pronounced power loss is the consequence of using the first diffraction order to

construct images. Greater lateral displacements (offsets) require the display of higher

spatial frequencies on the SLM, resulting in reduced contrast and lower diffraction

efficiency. The reduced contrast created by resolution limitations prevents the SLM

from displaying the proper Fourier phase angles which correspond to displacement

values in the image plane. Sinclair et al. have shown maximum possible lateral

displacements of 50 µm for first order traps in optical tweezers. The same study

shows a 50% reduction in trap efficiency defined by an operating area corresponding

to a lateral range of only 40 µm by 40 µm [73]. These results demonstrate that
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upon the application of a lateral offset, the limited spatial resolution of the SLM

introduces an intensity gradient across an image. The gradient arises from the fact

that the pixelated SLM cannot losslessly direct laser intensity at the propagation

angles required for larger lateral offsets.

A.1 Correction Method

We propose a method to correct for this variation of intensity by inputting an adjusted

image into the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm. Because the algorithm converges based

on intensity error, it recognizes and can effectively create phase holograms that direct

intensity away from or to specific spatial regions based on grayscale values. On a

256-color grayscale a value of zero corresponds to zero phase, while a value of 255

corresponds to 2π. The phase varies linearly with the grayscale level, thus defines

several intensity levels. The intensity modulation control we developed creates a

gradient that adapts to the amount of lateral offset applied to the input image. The

corrective gradient (cg) is defined by the equation:

cg =
xoffsetxh + yoffsetyh

xoffset + yoffset

(A.1)

where the lateral directional offsets are multiplied by the x- and y-components of

the complex field, xh and yh respectively, to scale the gradient. For our experiments

we used a xoffset of 40 pixels and a yoffset of 45 pixels which yielded the following

correction gradient,
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cg =




0 0 · · · 0.0229 0.0231

0
. . . 0.0233

... 0.0309
...

0.0412
. . . 0.9948

0.0416 0.0420 · · · 0.9954 1

.




(A.2)

This correction gradient is then multiplied by the input image, as seen in Fig.

2, to yield a final corrected image. The corrected image can then be input into the

Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm to make an offset-corrected phase hologram. We define

the degree of correction (n) to be the power to which the correction gradient is raised

to produce the corrected image (ci):

cin = cgn[image]. (A.3)

A higher n creates a steeper gradient, thus applies more correction for larger off-

sets. After the phase hologram of the corrected image is generated by the Gerchberg-

Saxton algorithm, it is displayed on the SLM. The dynamic maskless holographic

lithographic (DMHL) system allows us to quickly generate the corrected phase holo-

grams and screen for the lateral offset values that yield the most uniform image.

Unwanted diffraction orders, including the zeroth order, created by the SLM are typ-

ically removed by spatial filtering. For the experimental results presented, we did not

filter the central intensity but instead use it as a spatial reference point.

A.2 Results and Discussion

Evaluation of the offset correction was achieved through the generation and char-

acterization of multiple optical traps in a square array. The array contained 110
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure A.1: Square dot matrix, with zeroth order located near the upper left hand
corner, displaying intensity variations across the image based on the applied degree
of correction. The yellow box indicates the portion of the array shown as an intensity
gradient with (a) n = 0 (b) n = 2 and (c) n = 4. Intensity increases as color shifts
from blue to red.

individual trapping spots with a laser power of 0.40 W split between them. With-

out correction, intensity declines across the array (Figure A.1) moving away from

the zeroth order (upper left corner to the bottom right corner). The effect is most

pronounced on the edges of the array, particularly the traps nearest the zeroth order

(marked with yellow box). A small subset of integer values was chosen to highlight

the corrective ability of the presented method. As the degree of correction is increased

from zero to four, the distribution shifts to the center of the array and then finally to

the lower right hand corner. The marked difference in intensity displays the ability of

the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm to direct intensity based on the grayscale properties

of an input image. The uniform traps should provide uniform trapping stiffnesses

for multiple beam optical tweezers [21, 4]. Because forces are measured based on

stiffness [117], identical stiffnesses should enable reproducible force calibrations of
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure A.2: Corrected circular input images converted into phase holograms and
patterned in Shipley 1813 positive photoresist with (a) n = 0, (b) n = 1, (c) n = 2,
(d) n = 3 and (e) n = 4. The central intensity is located/seen at the upper left hand
corner of each SEM image.

multiple traps for biological characterizations.

The lithographic capabilities of the DMHL offset corrected system are demon-

strated through the patterning of CAD generated circles. The circle diameters are

36.50 µm and the offset of 40 units in the x-direction and 45 units in the y-direction

correspond to 26.75 µm and 30.20 µm respectively (Figure A.2). A positive photore-

sist (Shipley S1813) exposed by the zeroth order is visible in the upper left corner

of the SEM images. The most uniform pattern transfer occurs with n = 2. The

dispersement of speckles is even throughout the entire circle. Although the speckles

serve to show uniform distribution of laser power, they also reveal the power loss

associated with implementing a grayscale correction.

Grayscale correction redirects power from dark areas to light areas through a

combination of constructive and destructive interference. The observed power loss

can be corrected for by simply increasing the laser source output power. The ability

to compensate for offset correction induced power loss is important for the eventual

incorporation of two-photon patterning with the system. Proper adjustment insures

each bulk exposed layer will receive the necessary power and spatial resolution to
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pattern efficiently. Two-photon patterning will provide high aspect ratio features

[1] and enhanced three dimensional spatial resolution [56] in a combination serial

and single-shot system [58]. Serial patterning will be improved by offset correction

because by using a uniformly intense focused spot, under a constant raster rate, lines

and other features will remain of constant size.

A.3 Summary and Conclusion

We demonstrate the ability to create laterally offset uniform trapping and imaging

patterns, overcoming the resolution limitations of an electrically addressed SLM .

Through the use of DMHL and application of a corrective gradient, patterns are

rapidly formed and displayed via phase holograms. The power gradient introduced

by lateral offset may be corrected by applying the appropriate degree of grayscale

correction to the original image before conversion to a phase hologram. Overcorrec-

tion was possible and shifted the lower areas of intensity across the image, offering no

improvement, but demonstrating that the grayscale corrective approach successfully

modulates intensity. The most uniform images patterned in photoresist occurred

with n = 2. This is an intuitive solution because of the magnitude squared rela-

tion between intensity and the complex field. Future efforts will include a feedback

control loop to automatically provide adaptive lateral offset correction and a more

robust examination of correction values.
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Appendix B

Experimental Methods

Section 3.3.1

A small amount of NOA 63 was applied to the top of a 1 mm thick glass coverslip

above the focus of the 100x objective. The continuous wave laser was set to 150 mW

and phase holograms were displayed at a rate of 2 fps.

Once pattern transfer was completed the sample was removed from the microscope

and rinsed with methanol to remove the non-crosslinked adhesive. Nitrogen was used

to dry the sample before SEM preparation. Using a metal evaporator the sample was

coated with 2 nm of Cr and 10 nm of Au.

The SEM image of Figure 3.3 was acquired at 1950x magnification, 30 kV accel-

eration voltage, and a working distance of 18.8 mm.

Section 3.3.2

The substrate used to form the arrays was Shipley Microposit S1813 photoresist.

A 1 mm thick glass coverslip was spun coat with a 1.5 µm thick layer of the photore-

sist. The layer was formed by spin coating at 500 rpm for 5 s with a ramp rate of 100

rpm and then at 3500 rpm for 40 s with a ramp rate of 300 rpm. The substrate was

then baked at 115◦C for 60 s. Figure 3.4 was formed by using the 100x objective and

exposing the substrate to a beam produced by the PRISMA laser with an average

power of 0.96 mW. The phase holograms were displayed on the SLM at 8 fps and

created 25 independent foci to simultaneously transfer each feature of the 5 x 5 array.

After exposure the sample was developed for 60 s using MF-319 developer and dried

using nitrogen. A 30 nm Au layer was sputter coated over the sample.
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The SEM image of Figure 3.4b was acquired at 5000x magnification, 10 kV ac-

celeration voltage, and a working distance of 6.2 mm.

The result in Figure 3.5 was formed by stitching together four 5 x 5 arrays us-

ing a translational stage. Each array was formed using the same process described

above. The SEM image of Figure 3.5b was acquired at 2500x magnification, 10 kV

acceleration voltage, and a working distance of 6.3 mm.

Section 3.3.3

A 200 mg
mL

FITC-BSA solution was formed by dissolving 40 mg of FITC-BSA

(Sigma Aldrich A9771) in 200 µL of 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The FITC-

BSA and PBS were placed in a microcentrifuge set to 5000 rpm to aid in the disso-

lution process.

An 8 µL aliquot of the solution was pippetted into a PDMS well adhered to a

1 mm thick glass coverslip. The coverslip was positioned in the focal plane of the

10x microscope objective. For patterning, a single beam was generated by the SLM.

The continuous wave laser power was set to 150 mW and the phase holograms were

displayed at 2 fps to induce photocrosslinking.

After pattern transfer was complete the coverslip was removed from the micro-

scope and prepared for SEM imaging. The remaining protein solution was removed

with a pipet and the sample was rinsed 5 times using 1x PBS. The rinsing process

consisted of pippeting 10 µL of PBS into and then removing it from the PDMS well.

The washing process was then repeated using water in place of PBS. In order to

dehydrate the protein a 7 step process was followed:

• The sample was entirely immersed in a petri dish containing a 2:1 ethanol/water

solution for 10 min.
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• The ethanol/water solution was removed and replaced with pure ethanol. The

sample remained in solution for 10 min.

• The previous solution was removed and pure ethanol was added once again.

The sample remained in solution for 10 min.

• The previous solution was removed and a 1:1 ethanol/methanol solution was

added. The sample remained in solution for 10 min.

• The previous solution was removed and a pure methanol solution was added.

The sample remained in solution for 10 min.

• The sample was removed from the petri dish and allowed to air dry for 10− 20 min.

• The sample was then stored with desiccant until a 30 nm Au layer was sputter

coated over its surface.

The SEM image of Figure 3.6a was acquired at 750x magnification, 5 kV acceler-

ation voltage, and a working distance of 18.9 mm.

The SEM images of Figure 3.6b-d were acquired at 3000x magnification, 5 kV

acceleration voltage, and a working distance of 28.1 mm.

Section 3.4.2

The NOA 63 adhesive was applied to a coverslip and processed as described earlier.

Four structures were created using the 100x objective and the continuous wave laser

at 2.0 W with a hologram frame rate of 2 fps. A 30 nm Au layer was then sputter

coated over the sample for SEM imaging.

The ESEM image of Figure 3.10a was acquired at 3100x magnification, 10 kV

acceleration voltage, and a working distance of 12.0 mm.
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The SEM image of Figure 3.10b was acquired at 1600x magnification, 5 kV ac-

celeration voltage, and a working distance of 4.6 mm.

The SEM image of Figure 3.10c was acquired at 1083x magnification, 3 kV accel-

eration voltage, and a working distance of 13.8 mm.

The results in Figure 3.11 were created by exposing the substrate to a beam

produced by the PRISMA laser with an average power of 90 mW. The 10 x 10 array

was formed by stitching together four 5 x 5 arrays using a translational stage.

The SEM images of Figure 3.11b,c were acquired at 2400x magnification, 10 kV

acceleration voltage, and a working distance of 8.4 mm.

The SEM image of Figure 3.11d was acquired at 7600x magnification, 10 kV ac-

celeration voltage, and a working distance of 8.4 mm.

Section 3.4.3

Microchem SU-8 2010 negative tone photoresist was used to from the bridge

structure. A 1 mm thick glass coverslip was spun coat with a 20 µm thick layer of

the photoresist. The layer was formed by spin coating at 500 rpm for 5 s with a

ramp rate of 100 rpm and then at 1000 rpm for 30 s with a ramp rate of 300 rpm.

The substrate was then baked for 1 min at 65◦C and 3 min at 95◦C. Figure 3.12 was

formed by exposing the substrate to a beam produced by the PRISMA laser with an

average power of 0.62 mW through the 100x objective. The phase holograms were

displayed on the SLM at 8 fps and created 2 independent foci to simultaneously

transfer the bridge supports followed by the bridge rails. After exposure the sample

was baked for 1 min at 65◦C and 2 min at 95◦C. The sample was then developed for

3 min using SU-8 developer and dried using nitrogen. A 30 nm Au layer was sputter

coated over the sample for SEM imaging.

The SEM image of Figure 3.12b was acquired at 8878x magnification, 10 kV
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acceleration voltage, and a working distance of 16.6 mm.

The SEM images of Figure 3.12c,d were acquired at 10474x magnification, 10 kV

acceleration voltage, and a working distance of 6.4 mm.

Section 3.5.4

The NOA 63 adhesive was applied to a coverslip and processed as described

earlier. Figure 3.16 was formed by exposing the substrate to a beam produced by

the PRISMA laser with an average power of 62 mW through the 100x objective. The

phase holograms were displayed on the SLM at 8 fps and created 9 independent foci

to simultaneously transfer 9 independent structures. A 30 nm Au layer was then

sputter coated over the sample for SEM imaging.

The SEM image of Figure 3.12b was acquired at 2000x magnification, 15 kV

acceleration voltage, and a working distance of 8.0 mm.

The SEM image of Figure 3.12c was acquired at 2000x magnification, 15 kV

acceleration voltage, and a working distance of 7.3 mm.

The SEM image of Figure 3.12d was acquired at 6054x magnification, 15 kV ac-

celeration voltage, and a working distance of 10.0 mm.

Section 4.3

A 1.5 µm layer of Shipley Microposit S1813 photoresist was spun coat onto a glass

coverslip as described previously. The pulsed PRISMA laser provided an average

power of 0.96 mW for single-shot patterning. Each pattern was exposed through

the 100x objective for a set duration of time which was controlled by the hologram

display rate on the SLM. After exposure the samples were developed and coated with

30 nm of Au for imaging.

The SEM images of Figure 4.3 were acquired at 1300x magnification, 10 kV
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acceleration voltage, and a working distance of 6.3 mm.

The SEM images of Figure 4.4 were acquired at 4300x magnification, 10 kV

acceleration voltage, and a working distance of 14.8 mm.

The SEM images of Figure 4.5 were acquired at 4339x magnification, 10 kV ac-

celeration voltage, and a working distance of 14.9 mm.

Section 4.4

The 200 mg
mL

FITC-BSA solution was made as described previously. The pulsed

PRISMA laser was used at a power of 110 mW to expose all samples through the

100x objective for 10 s. After exposure the same dehydration procedure described

earlier was used. A 30 nm Au layer was then sputter coated over the samples for

SEM imaging.

The SEM image of Figure 4.6c was acquired at 653x magnification, 10 kV accel-

eration voltage, and a working distance of 7.3 mm.

The SEM images of Figure 4.7 were acquired at 541x magnification, 10 kV accel-

eration voltage, and a working distance of 15.7 mm.

For fluorescent imaging the samples were left immersed in 1x PBS after the rinsing

process. The fluorescent images of Figure 4.7 were acquired using a Nikon TE2000U

epi-fluorescence microscope with the B-2E/C blue excitation (465− 495 nm) filter

set. The FITC-BSA absorbs blue light at 495 nm and emits green light at 528 nm.

The auto exposure function was used to obtain the fluorescent images.

For the results displayed in Figure 4.8, the same FITC-BSA solution was used

along with a 33 mg
mL

FITC-avidin solution. The FITC-avidin solution was made by

dissolving 2 mg of FITC-avidin (Rockland A003-02) in 60 µL of 1x PBS. A 9:1 by

volume solution of FITC-BSA:FITC-avidin was made yielding a total protein con-

centration of 183 mg
mL

. The pulsed PRISMA laser was used at a power of 177 mW to
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expose all samples for 10 s. After exposure the samples were rinsed using the 1x PBS

and then left immersed in 1 µM ATTO 650-biotin (ATTO-TEC) for 20 min. The

sample was then rinsed with PBS 5 times and left immersed in PBS. The B-2E/C

filter set was used to acquire the fluorescent image in Figure 4.8a. Pseudo color was

added using the Nikon image processing software. A Cy5 filter set was used for red

excitation (590− 650 nm) as the ATTO 655-biotin absorbs light at (655 nm) and

emits at (715 nm). Figure 4.8b shows the fluorescent output using the Cy5 filter

along with pseudo color. Figure 4.8c combines the fluorescent images of Figure 4.8a

and Figure 4.8b to provide a two channel fluorescent image.

Section 5.2.2

In Figure 5.1 the SEM images were produced after sputter coating the particles

with 30 nm of Au.

The SEM image of Figure 5.1c was acquired at 9000x magnification, 1 kV accel-

eration voltage, and a working distance of 5.1 mm.

The SEM image of Figure 5.1g was acquired at 8193x magnification, 10 kV ac-

celeration voltage, and a working distance of 6.0 mm.

Section 5.4.2

The Janus particle concentration for the optical trapping experiments was 0.1%

by volume. The PRISMA pulsed laser was used for trapping.

Section A.2

The Shipley Microposit S1813 positive photoresist was applied and processed

as described previously. The SEM images of Figure A.2 were acquired at 1800x

magnification, 30 kV acceleration voltage, and a working distance of 5.0 mm.
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Appendix C

MATLAB Code

C.1 Two Dimensional Lithography Code

gcode2D.m

% gcode2D.m - Uploads a .txt file containing the G-code commands for a two
% dimensional pattern. Points is an integer value that dictates the number
% of discrete ’points’ in a given line. The original code was written by
% Matthew Johannes and was modified by Nathan Jenness.

function [pathxy] = gcode2D(file,points)

data=char(importdata(file));

% initilize variables
% stepsize is the length of a linear step in circular interpolation
location=[];
patharc=[];
stepsize=.1;

% dataset
a=size(data);
rows=a(1);
cols=a(2);

next command.X = 0;
next command.Y = 0;
next command.Z = 0;
next command.I = 0;
next command.J = 0;
next command.R = 0;
next command.F = 0;
next command.G = 4;

% Control loop: reads in G-code line by line
% next command.logic = [G X Y Z I J F R]
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% G code, X, Y, Z coords, I, J, R for arcs and F feed rate
for i = 1:rows;

previous command = next command;
next command = read next command(data(i,:),previous command);
next command.line = i;

if (next command.G == 0 & previous command.G==4)
continue

end
if (next command.G == 0 & previous command.G==0)

location=[location;next command.X next command.Y];
continue

end
if (next command.G == 1 & previous command.G==1)

location=[location;next command.X next command.Y];
continue

end
if (next command.G == 1 & previous command.G==0)

continue
end
if (next command.G == 0 & previous command.G==1)

location=[location; 0 0];
end
if (next command.G == 1 & previous command.G==2)

location=[location;previous command.X previous command.Y;...
next command.X next command.Y];

end
if (next command.G == 1 & previous command.G==3)

location=[location;previous command.X previous command.Y;...
next command.X next command.Y];

end
if (next command.G == 2 & previous command.G==1)

location=[location;0 0];
end
if (next command.G == 3 & previous command.G==1)

location=[location;0 0];
end

% Move in ij for G02 (clockwise) or G03 (counterclockwise)
% Ignore the non-ij R notation
if (next command.G == 2 —— next command.G == 3)

% Find the center of the circle in absolute coordinates
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current position.X=previous command.X;
current position.Y=previous command.Y;
center.X = current position.X + next command.I;
center.Y = current position.Y + next command.J;
next command.R = sqrt((current position.X - center.X)^2+...
(current position.Y-center.Y)^2);
next steps = ijmove(current position.X, current position.Y,...
next command.G, next command.I, next command.J, next command.R,...
next command.X, next command.Y, stepsize);
patharc=[patharc; round(next steps)];

end
end

% Creates straight lines derived from G-code with proper points per line
% using location matrix
pathx=[];
pathy=[];
pathxy=[];

for i=2:length(location)-1;
if (location(i,1)==0)

continue
end
if (location(i-1,1)==0)

continue
end
if (abs(location(i,1)-location(i-1,1))>0 & abs(location(i,2)-location(i-1,2))>0)

pathx=[linspace(location(i,1),location(i-1,1),points+1)’];
pathy=[linspace(location(i,2),location(i-1,2),points+1)’];
pathxy=[pathxy;pathx pathy];
continue

end
if abs(location(i,1)-location(i-1,1))>0

pathy(1:points+1,1)=location(i-1,2);
pathx=[linspace(location(i,1),location(i-1,1),points+1)’];
pathxy=[pathxy; pathx pathy];

else
pathx(1:points+1,1)=location(i-1,1);
pathy=[linspace(location(i,2),location(i-1,2),points+1)’];
pathxy=[pathxy; pathx pathy];

end
end
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pathxy=round(pathxy);
pathxy=[pathxy;patharc];

% Removes any remaining duplicate points
t=[];
for q=2:length(pathxy)

for v=q:length(pathxy)
x1=pathxy(q-1,1);
y1=pathxy(q-1,2);
x2=pathxy(v,1);
y2=pathxy(v,2);
if x1==x2 & y1==y2

t=[t; v];
end

end
end
pathxy(t,:)=[];
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ijmove.m

function [next steps] = ijmove(currentX, currentY, next commandG, next commandI,
next commandJ, next commandR, next commandX, next commandY, stepsize)

% Arguments: struct of x and y coordinate of the current position;
% struct of the next command, including x and y coordinates of the
% target position, the center of the arc to be interpolated, and
% the radius of the arc to be interpolated; as well as the minimum
% step size for the linear steps.

% Returns: Of the two possible arc solutions for this set of points
% this function returns an array of points representing linear steps
% of length stepsize following the clockwise solution.

% The original code was written by Matthew Johannes and modified
% by Nathan Jenness.

% Calculate the vector for the current position relative to the
% center of the arc (this is also -(i,j)).
start = [-(next commandI), -(next commandJ)];

% Find the center of the circle in absolute coordinates.
center.X = currentX + next commandI;
center.Y = currentY + next commandJ;

% Calculate the vector for the target position relative to the
% center of the arc.
finish = [next commandX-center.X, next commandY-center.Y];

% Calculate the arc length and the number of points for interpolation
% for clockwise and counterclockwise as appropriate
[start polar(1),start polar(2)] = cart2pol(start(1),start(2));
[finish polar(1),finish polar(2)]= cart2pol(finish(1),finish(2));
if (next commandG == 3)

theta = finish polar(1) - start polar(1);
elseif (next commandG == 2)

theta = start polar(1) - finish polar(1);
end

if (theta<=0)
theta = theta+2*pi;
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end

s = next commandR*theta;
points = floor(s/stepsize);
delta theta = theta/points;

% Calculate the interpolated points in polar
% for appropriate clockwise or counterclockwise motion

if (next commandG == 2)
for i = 1:(points-1)

next steps polar(i,1) = start polar(1)-delta theta*i;
end
next steps polar(points,1) = start polar(1)-theta;
next steps polar(:,2) = next commandR;
end

if (next commandG == 3)
for i = 1:(points-1)

next steps polar(i,1) = start polar(1)+delta theta*i;
end
next steps polar(points,1) = start polar(1)+theta;
next steps polar(:,2) = next commandR;
end

% Calculate the interpolated points in cartesian
[next steps rel(:,1),next steps rel(:,2)] =...
pol2cart(next steps polar(:,1),next steps polar(:,2));
for i = 1:points

next steps(i,1) = next steps rel(i,1)+center.X;
next steps(i,2) = next steps rel(i,2)+center.Y;

end
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read next command.m

function [next] = read next command(string, previous command)

% Arguments: a string of characters consisting of the next line of code,
% the previous line of code.

% Returns: A struct representing the G code, and values
% for X, Y, Z, I, J, R and F. Also returns a field next.names
% that indicates which fields have been filled.

% This code was written by Matthew Johannes and modified by
% Nathan Jenness.

% Initialization
cols = length(string);
string(cols+1) = 32;
i = 1;
j = 1;

% Variable to indicate which G codes have been used in the command
% next.logic = [G X Y Z I J F R]
% G code, X, Y, Z coords, I, J, R for arcs and F feed rate
next.logic(1:7) = 0;

% The current values are automatically cleared;
% only those codes for which there are values
% will be returned.

% The loop cycles through each character, identifies
% those characters that represent codes, and inserts the
% numbers that follow them into the appropriate fields
% of the structure

next.logic(1:8) = 0;
for j= 1:cols+1

k = 1;
if ((string(j)==‘G’)—(string(j)==‘g’))

j = j+1;
while (j<=cols+1 & string(j) =32);
next.G(k) = string(j);
k = k+1;
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j = j+1;
end
next.G = str2num(char(next.G));
next.logic(1) = 1;

end
if ((string(j)==‘X’)—(string(j)==‘x’))

j = j+1;
while (j<=cols+1 & string(j) =32);
next.X(k) = string(j);
k = k+1;
j = j+1;
end
next.X = str2num(char(next.X));
next.logic(2) = 1;

end
if ((string(j)==‘Y’)—(string(j)==‘y’))

j = j+1;
while (j<=cols+1 & string(j) =32);
next.Y(k) = string(j);
k = k+1;
j = j+1;
end
next.Y = str2num(char(next.Y));
next.logic(3) = 1;

end
if ((string(j)==‘Z’)—(string(j)==‘z’))

j = j+1;
while (j<=cols+1 & string(j) =32);
next.Z(k) = string(j);
k = k+1;
j = j+1;
end
next.Z = str2num(char(next.Z));
if (next.Z == previous command.Z)

next.logic(4) = 0;
else

next.logic(4) = 1;
end

end
if ((string(j)==‘I’)—(string(j)==‘i’))

j = j+1;
while (j<=cols+1 & string(j) =32);
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next.I(k) = string(j);
k = k+1;
j = j+1;
end
next.I = str2num(char(next.I));
next.logic(5) = 1;

end
if ((string(j)==‘J’)—(string(j)==‘j’))

j = j+1;
while (j<=cols+1 & string(j) =32);
next.J(k) = string(j);
k = k+1;
j = j+1;
end
next.J = str2num(char(next.J));
next.logic(6) = 1;

end
if ((string(j)==‘F’)—(string(j)==‘f’))

j = j+1;
while (j<=cols+1 & string(j) =32);
next.F(k) = string(j);
k = k+1;
j = j+1;
end
next.F = str2num(char(next.F));
next.logic(7) = 1;

end
if ((string(j)==‘R’)—(string(j)==‘r’))

j = j+1;
while (j<=cols+1 & string(j) =32);
next.R(k) = string(j);
k = k+1;
j = j+1;
end
next.R = str2num(char(next.R));
next.logic(8) = 1;

end
if (string(j)==32)

j = j+1;
end
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if (next.logic(1) == 0)
next.G = previous command.G;

end
if (next.logic(2) == 0)

next.X = previous command.X;
end
if (next.logic(3) == 0)

next.Y = previous command.Y;
end
if (next.logic(4) == 0)

next.Z = previous command.Z;
end
if (next.logic(7) == 0)

next.F = previous command.F;
end
next.names = fieldnames(next);
j = j+1;
end
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gcode2Dcompile.m

% gcode2Dcompile - Takes data from gcode.m and generates holograms for
% each point of the input drawing for individual display.

close all
format compact

%————————————————————————–
% Set parameters and initializes movie
%————————————————————————–
rem = mod(length(pathxy),350);
nint = floor(length(pathxy)/350) + 1;
resoln = 512; %input(’resoln = ’);

interval = 1e-2;
xspace = 25;
yspace = -25;

x = linspace(-1,1,resoln);
y = x;
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y);

lb = 1;
upb = 350;

if length(pathxy) < 350
pathxy1 = pathxy;

else
for ss = 1:nint

eval([‘pathxy’ num2str(ss) ‘=[pathxy(lb:upb,1) pathxy(lb:upb,2)];’]);
if ss == nint-1

lb = upb + 1;
upb = upb + rem;

else
lb = lb + 350;
upb = upb + 350;

end
end

end

grating = -50*(2*pi)*X + -50*(2*pi)*Y;
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%————————————————————————–
% Image creation: Creates image one point at a time
%————————————————————————–
for qq = 1:nint

% sets properties for movie figure window
figure(‘Units’,‘pixels’,...

‘Position’,[100 150 resoln resoln],...
‘Toolbar’,‘none’,...
‘Menubar’,‘none’,...
‘Name’,‘Hologram’,...
‘Resize’,‘off’)

% initialize movie
set(gca,‘nextplot’,‘replacechildren’);

if qq == nint
z = rem;

else
z = 350;

end

hm = struct(‘cdata’,zeros(resoln,resoln,2,‘uint8’),‘colormap’,[]);
hm(2:z,1) = hm;

for q = 1:z
v = q
eval([‘pathxy’ ‘= pathxy’ num2str(qq) ‘;’]);
I0 = zeros(resoln,resoln);

% for single beam
I0(pathxy(v,1),pathxy(v,2))= 1;

% % for multiple beams
% I0(pathxy(v,1)-xspace,pathxy(v,2)-yspace)= 1;
% I0(pathxy(v,1)+xspace,pathxy(v,2)-yspace)= 1;
% I0(pathxy(v,1)-xspace,pathxy(v,2)+yspace)= 1;
% I0(pathxy(v,1)+xspace,pathxy(v,2)+yspace)= 1;

holo = gsaxton(I0);
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holo out = holo + grating;
holo out = mod(holo out,2*pi);
I0=rot90(I0);

axes(‘position’,[0 0 1 1])
imagesc(holo out)
% imagesc(holo out,’Visible’,’off’)
colormap(‘gray’)
axis off
axis square

hm(q) = getframe;
clf;

end

% adds blank frame so movie doesn’t end with a hologram
save([‘movie’ num2str(qq) ‘.mat’], ‘hm’)
clear hm
close all

end
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speckle correction.m

% speckle correction.m - Creates multiple phase holograms of the same
% intensity distribution and combines them into a movie. This time
% averaging approach reduces speckle.

close all
clear all
format compact

%————————————————————————–
% Reads image: tif, jpeg, or bmp
%————————————————————————–
I0 = imread(’duke512.bmp’);
dimension = size(I0);
dim = size(dimension);

% Calculates the monochrome luminance by combining the RGB values
% according to the NTSC standard, which applies coefficients related to
% the eye’s sensitivity to RGB colors
if dim(1,2)==3

I0 = .2989*I0(:,:,1)...
+.5870*I0(:,:,2)...
+.1140*I0(:,:,3);

end
I0 = double(I0);

%————————————————————————–
% Set parameters and initializes movie
%————————————————————————–
resoln = 512; %input(’resoln = ’);
lambda = 532e-9;
f = 1.64e-3;
interval = 2e-2;

x = linspace(-1,1,resoln);
y = x;
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y);

% sets properties for movie figure window
figure(’Units’,’pixels’,...

’Position’,[100 100 resoln resoln],...
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’Toolbar’,’none’,...
’Menubar’,’none’,...
’Name’,’Hologram’,...
’Resize’,’off’)

% initialize movie
set(gca,’nextplot’,’replacechildren’);

%————————————————————————–
% Cretaes q verisons of phase hologram for the same image
%————————————————————————–
sum holo = 0;
for q = 1:50

holo = gsaxton(I0);
grating = -50*(2*pi)*X + -50*(2*pi)*Y;
holo out = holo + grating;
holo out = mod(holo out,2*pi);
sum holo = sum holo + holo out;

axes(’position’,[0 0 1 1])
imagesc(holo out)
colormap(’gray’)
axis off
axis square

spec(q) = getframe;
end
%————————————————————————–
% Save the MATLAB movie to a file
%————————————————————————–
save speckle50.mat spec
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C.2 Three Dimensional Lithography Code

gcode3D.m

% gcode3D.m - Uploads a .txt file containing the G-code commands
% for a three dimensional pattern. Points is an integer value that dictates
% the number of discrete ’points’ in a given line. Generates a filled pattern
% from a structure created in SolidWorks (x-scan and y-scan) and enables
% the interpretation of drawings with multiple objects.

function [pathxyz]=gcode3D(file,points)

data=char(importdata(file));

%settings;
location=[];
patharc=[];
%stepsize is the length of a linear step for circular interpolation
stepsize=.1;

%dataset
a=size(data);
rows=a(1);

next command.X = 0;
next command.Y = 0;
next command.Z = 0;
next command.I = 0;
next command.J = 0;
next command.R = 0;
next command.F = 0;
next command.G = 4;

% Control loop
% Read in G code line by line
% next command.logic = [G X Y Z I J F R]
% G code, X, Y, Z coords, I, J, R for arcs and F feed rate
for i = 1:rows;

previous command = next command;
next command = read next command(data(i,:),previous command);
next command.line = i;
% Move in xy for G00 or move in xy and lithography for G01
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if (next command.G == 0 && previous command.G==4)
continue

end
if (next command.G == 0 && previous command.G==0)

location=[location;next command.X next command.Y next command.Z];
continue

end
if (next command.G == 1 && previous command.G==1)

location=[location;next command.X next command.Y next command.Z];
continue

end
if (next command.G == 1 && previous command.G==0)

continue
end
if (next command.G == 0 && previous command.G==1)

location=[location; 0 0 0];
end
if (next command.G == 1 && previous command.G==2)

location=[location;previous command.X previous command.Y...
previous command.Z;next command.X next command.Y previous command.Z];

end
if (next command.G == 1 && previous command.G==3)

location=[location;previous command.X previous command.Y...
previous command.Z;next command.X next command.Y previous command.Z];

end
if (next command.G == 2 && previous command.G==1)

location=[location;0 0 0];
end
if (next command.G == 3 && previous command.G==1)

location=[location;0 0 0];
end
% Move in ij for G02 (clockwise) or G03 (counterclockwise)
% We will ignore the non-ij R notation for the moment
if (next command.G == 2 —— next command.G == 3)

current position.X=previous command.X;
current position.Y=previous command.Y;
current position.Z=previous command.Z;
% Find the center of the circle in absolute coordinates.
center.X = current position.X + next command.I;
center.Y = current position.Y + next command.J;
next command.R = sqrt((current position.X - center.X)^2+...
(current position.Y-center.Y)^2);
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next steps = ijzmove(current position.X, current position.Y,...
next command.G, next command.I, next command.J, next command.R,...
next command.X, next command.Y, stepsize, previous command.Z);
patharc = [patharc; round(next steps)];

end
end

% Removes translated paths from CAD/STL files representing the surface of
% the material block
rmvblck=[];
for ii=1:length(location(:,2));

if location(ii,1)>=511 || location(ii,1)<=1 || location(ii,2)>=511 ||location(ii,2)<=1;
rmvblck=[rmvblck; ii];

end
end
location(rmvblck,:)=[];

% Sorts read in gcode z-values, removes duplicates to leave list of
% z-vaules, and finds minimum z-height
[loc] = sort(location(:,3));
zloc = loc(1,1);
for v = 2:length(loc)

z1 = loc(v-1,1);
z2 = loc(v,1);
if z2 = z1

zloc = [zloc; loc(v,1)];
end

end
intz = zloc(length(zloc)-1);
minz = zloc(1);

% Initializes path matrices
pathx=[];
pathy=[];
pathz=[];
pathxyz=[];
testp=[];

% Creates the paths from location and spaces points based on input value
% zrange and p calculate points necessary for objects of different heights
% so that there z-intervals are equal
for i=2:length(location)-1;
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zrange = abs(location(i,3)-location(i-1,3));
if zrange == 0

p = 1;
else

p = zrange/-intz*points + 1;
end

if abs(location(i,1)-location(i-1,1))>0
pathx(1:p,1)=location(i-1,1);
pathy(1:p,1)=location(i-1,2);
pathz = linspace(location(i,3),location(i-1,3),p)’;
pathxyz=[pathxyz; pathx pathy pathz];
pathx=[];
pathy=[];
pathz=[];

else
pathy(1:p,1)=location(i-1,2);
pathx(1:p,1)=location(i-1,1);
pathz = linspace(location(i,3),location(i-1,3),p)’;
pathxyz=[pathxyz; pathx pathy pathz];
pathx=[];
pathy=[];
pathz=[];

end
testp = [testp; p];

end

% Floors, ceils, or rounds values to integers to get the proper size based
% on the CAD/STL file
for n=1: length(pathxyz)

if pathxyz(n,1) < 256 && pathxyz(n,2) < 256
pathxyz(n,1)=floor(pathxyz(n,1));
pathxyz(n,2)=floor(pathxyz(n,2));

elseif pathxyz(n,1) > 256 && pathxyz(n,2) > 256
pathxyz(n,1)=ceil(pathxyz(n,1));
pathxyz(n,2)=ceil(pathxyz(n,2));

elseif pathxyz(n,1) < 256 && pathxyz(n,2) > 256
pathxyz(n,1)=floor(pathxyz(n,1));
pathxyz(n,2)=ceil(pathxyz(n,2));

elseif pathxyz(n,1) > 256 && pathxyz(n,2) < 256
pathxyz(n,1)=ceil(pathxyz(n,1));
pathxyz(n,2)=floor(pathxyz(n,2));
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elseif pathxyz(n,1) == 256 && pathxyz(n,2) < 256
pathxyz(n,1)= pathxyz(n,1);
pathxyz(n,2)=floor(pathxyz(n,2));

elseif pathxyz(n,1) == 256 && pathxyz(n,2) > 256
pathxyz(n,1)=pathxyz(n,1);
pathxyz(n,2)=ceil(pathxyz(n,2));

elseif pathxyz(n,1) < 256 && pathxyz(n,2) == 256
pathxyz(n,1)=floor(pathxyz(n,1));
pathxyz(n,2)=pathxyz(n,2);

elseif pathxyz(n,1) > 256 && pathxyz(n,2) == 256
pathxyz(n,1)=ceil(pathxyz(n,1));
pathxyz(n,2)=pathxyz(n,2);

else
pathxyz(n,1)=round(pathxyz(n,1));
pathxyz(n,2)=round(pathxyz(n,2));

end
end

% pathxyz=[pathxyz(:,1) pathxyz(:,2) round(pathxyz(:,3))];
pathxyz=[pathxyz;patharc];

% Removes duplicate points in pathxyz
rmvdp=[];
for q=2:length(pathxyz)

for v=q:length(pathxyz)
x1=pathxyz(q-1,1);
y1=pathxyz(q-1,2);
z1=pathxyz(q-1,3);
x2=pathxyz(v,1);
y2=pathxyz(v,2);
z2=pathxyz(v,3);
if x1==x2 && y1==y2 && z1==z2

rmvdp=[rmvdp; v];
end

end
end
pathxyz(rmvdp,:)=[];

% Generates points to fill in objects
pathfill=[];
pathfillx=[];
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for nn=0:intz/points:minz
singlez =[];
for f=1:length(pathxyz)

if pathxyz(f,3) == nn
singlez = [singlez; pathxyz(f,1) pathxyz(f,2) pathxyz(f,3)];

end
end

[dummyx, orderx] = sort(singlez(:,1));
singlezx = [singlez(orderx,1) singlez(orderx,2) singlez(orderx,3)];

xlist = singlezx(1,1);
for v = 2:length(singlezx)

x1 = singlezx(v-1,1);
x2 = singlezx(v,1);
if x2 = x1

xlist = [xlist; singlezx(v,1)];
end

end

for ff=1:length(xlist)
gatherx=[];
pathtestyx=[];
pathtestzx=[];
pathtestxx=[];

for f = 1:length(singlez)
if singlezx(f,1) == xlist(ff)

gatherx = [gatherx; singlezx(f,2)];
end

end

pathmaxx = max(max(gatherx));
pathminx = min(min(gatherx));

p = abs(pathmaxx-pathminx+1);
pathtestxx(1:p,1) = xlist(ff,1);
pathtestzx(1:p,1) = nn;
pathtestyx = linspace(pathminx,pathmaxx,p)’;
pathfillx = [pathfillx; pathtestxx pathtestyx pathtestzx];

end
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[dummy, order] = sort(singlez(:,2));
singlez = [singlez(order,1) singlez(order,2) singlez(order,3)];
ylist = singlez(1,2);
for v = 2:length(singlez)

y1 = singlez(v-1,2);
y2 = singlez(v,2);
if y2 = y1

ylist = [ylist; singlez(v,2)];
end

end

for ff=1:length(ylist)
gather=[];
pathtesty=[];
pathtestz=[];
pathtestx=[];

for f = 1:length(singlez)
if singlez(f,2) == ylist(ff)

gather = [gather; singlez(f,1)];
end

end

pathmax = max(max(gather));
pathmin = min(min(gather));

p = abs(pathmax-pathmin+1);
pathtesty(1:p,1) = ylist(ff,1);
pathtestz(1:p,1) = nn;
pathtestx = linspace(pathmin,pathmax,p)’;
pathfill = [pathfill; pathtestx pathtesty pathtestz];

end
end

pathgather =[];
if length(pathfill) > length(pathfillx)

for n = 1:length(pathfill)
pathfind = [pathfill(n,1),pathfill(n,2),pathfill(n,3)];
for nn = 1:length(pathfillx)

pathfind2 = [pathfillx(nn,1),pathfillx(nn,2),pathfillx(nn,3)];
if pathfind == pathfind2

pathgather = [pathgather; pathfind];
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end
end

end
elseif length(pathfill) < length(pathfillx)

for n = 1:length(pathfillx)
pathfind = [pathfillx(n,1),pathfillx(n,2),pathfillx(n,3)];
for nn = 1:length(pathfill)

pathfind2 = [pathfill(nn,1),pathfill(nn,2),pathfill(nn,3)];
if pathfind == pathfind2

pathgather = [pathgather; pathfind];
break

end
end

end
else

pathgather = pathfill;
end
pathxyz = pathgather;
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ijzmove.m

function [next steps] = ijzmove(currentX, currentY, next commandG, next commandI,
next commandJ, next commandR, next commandX, next commandY, stepsize, pre-
vious commandZ)

% Arguments: struct of x, y, and z coordinate of the current position;
% struct of the next command, including x, y, and z coordinates of
% the target position, the center of the arc to be interpolated, and
% the radius of the arc to be interpolated; as well as the minimum
% step size for the linear steps.
%
% Returns: Of the two possible arc solutions for this set of points
% this function returns an array of points representing linear steps
% of length stepsize following the clockwise solution.

% Calculate the vector for the current position relative to the
% center of the arc (this is also -(i,j)).
start = [-(next commandI), -(next commandJ)];

% Find the center of the circle in absolute coordinates.
center.X = currentX + next commandI;
center.Y = currentY + next commandJ;

% Calculate the vector for the target position relative to the
% center of the arc.
finish = [next commandX-center.X, next commandY-center.Y];

% Calculate the arc length and the number of points for interpolation
% for clockwise and counterclockwise as appropriate
[start polar(1),start polar(2)] = cart2pol(start(1),start(2));
[finish polar(1),finish polar(2)]= cart2pol(finish(1),finish(2));
if (next commandG == 3)

theta = finish polar(1) - start polar(1);
elseif (next commandG == 2)

theta = start polar(1) - finish polar(1);
end

if (theta<=0)
theta = theta+2*pi;

end
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s = next commandR*theta;
points = floor(s/stepsize);
delta theta = theta/points;

% Calculate the interpolated points in polar
% for appropriate clockwise or counterclockwise motion

if (next commandG == 2)
for i = 1:(points-1)

next steps polar(i,1) = start polar(1)-delta theta*i;
end
next steps polar(points,1) = start polar(1)-theta;
next steps polar(:,2) = next commandR;
end

if (next commandG == 3)
for i = 1:(points-1)

next steps polar(i,1) = start polar(1)+delta theta*i;
end
next steps polar(points,1) = start polar(1)+theta;
next steps polar(:,2) = next commandR;
end

% Calculate the interpolated points in cartesian
[next steps rel(:,1),next steps rel(:,2)] = pol2cart(next steps polar(:,1),...
next steps polar(:,2));
for i = 1:points

next steps(i,1) = next steps rel(i,1)+center.X;
next steps(i,2) = next steps rel(i,2)+center.Y;
next steps(i,3) = previous commandZ;

end
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gcode3Dserial.m

% gcode3Dserial.m - Accepts the output from gcode3D.m and creates the
% phase holograms necessary to form a serial path.

close all
format compact

%————————————————————————–
% Set parameters and initializes movie
%————————————————————————–
rem = mod(length(pathxyz),350);
nint = floor(length(pathxyz)/350) + 1;
resoln = 512;
lambda = 532e-9;
f = 1.64e-3;
interval = 1e-6;

x = linspace(-1,1,resoln);
y = x;
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y);

%————————————————————————–
% Sorts the z values. Since z values are negative out of MeshCam a (-) is
% needed for proper sorting.
%————————————————————————–
pathxyz0 = [pathxyz(:,1) pathxyz(:,2) pathxyz(:,3)];
[layers3,order3] = sort(pathxyz0(:,3));
pathxyz sort = [pathxyz0(order3,1) pathxyz0(order3,2) pathxyz0(order3,3)];

if length(pathxyz sort) < 350
pathxyz sort1 = pathxyz sort;

else
lb = 1;
upb = 350;
for ss = 1:nint

eval([‘pathxyz sort’ num2str(ss) ‘=[pathxyz sort(lb:upb,1)...
pathxyz sort(lb:upb,2) pathxyz sort(lb:upb,3)];’]);
if ss == nint-1

lb = upb + 1;
upb = upb + rem;

else
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lb = lb + 350;
upb = upb + 350;

end
end

end

sidelength = lens scaling();
grating = -50*(2*pi)*X + -50*(2*pi)*Y;

%————————————————————————–
% Image creation: Creates image one point at a time
%————————————————————————–
for qq = 1:nint

% sets properties for movie figure window
figure(‘Units’,‘pixels’,...

‘Position’,[100 100 resoln resoln],...
‘Toolbar’,‘none’,...
‘Menubar’,‘none’,...
‘Name’,‘Hologram’,...
‘Resize’,‘off’)

% initialize movie
set(gca,‘nextplot’,‘replacechildren’);

if qq == nint
z = rem;

else
z = 350;

end

hm3D = struct(‘cdata’,zeros(resoln,resoln,3,‘uint8’),‘colormap’,[]);
hm3D(2:z,1) = hm3D;

for q = 1:z
v = q
eval([‘pathxyz sort’ ‘= pathxyz sort’ num2str(qq) ‘;’]);
I0 = zeros(resoln,resoln);
I0(pathxyz sort(v,1),pathxyz sort(v,2))= 1;

holo = gsaxton(I0);
lens =(2*pi*-pathxyz sort(v,3)*interval)/(lambda*f^2)*...
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(sqrt((sidelength.*X).^2 + (sidelength.*Y).^2)).^2;

holo out = holo + grating + lens;
holo out = mod(holo out,2*pi);

axes(‘position’,[0 0 1 1])
imagesc(holo out)
colormap(‘gray’)
axis off
axis square

hm3D(q) = getframe;
clf;

end
save([‘mov’ num2str(qq) ‘.mat’], ‘hm3D’)
clear hm3D
close all

end
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gcode3Dsp.m

% gcode3Dsp.m - enables user to combine multiple patterns into a
% single holographic movie. It also allows for the creation of an array
% of a single pattern (number defined in the function paths.m). One
% line must be commented under the create movie heading.

% initialize variables
numpaths = 1;
sidelength = lens scaling();
resoln = 512;
lambda = 532e-9;
f = 1.64e-3;
interval = 1e-6; % z layer spacing - varies by material

% initializes a numpaths x 1 cell for pathxyz, grating, lens, holo, holo out
pathxyz = cell(numpaths,3);
layers = cell(numpaths,1);
order = cell(numpaths,1);

% creates a grid for the gratings
x = linspace(-1,1,resoln);
y = x;
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y);

% assigns path arrays to cell matrix
pathxyz(1,1) = gcode3D(‘9shapes1.txt’,2);
pathxyz(2,1) = gcode3D(‘9shapes2.txt’,1);
pathxyz(3,1) = gcode3D(‘9shapes3.txt’,3);
pathxyz(4,1) = gcode3D(‘9shapes4.txt’,2);
pathxyz(5,1) = gcode3D(‘9shapes5.txt’,1);
pathxyz(6,1) = gcode3D(‘9shapes6.txt’,3);
pathxyz(7,1) = gcode3D(‘9shapes7.txt’,1);
pathxyz(8,1) = gcode3D(‘9shapes8.txt’,2);
pathxyz(9,1) = gcode3D(‘9shapes9.txt’,1);

% remove z = 0 values so there is no double base layer
for c = 1:numpaths

for k = 1:length(pathxyzc)
if pathxyzc,1(k,3) = 0

pathxyzc,2 = [pathxyzc,2; pathxyzc,1(k,1) pathxyzc,1(k,2)...
pathxyzc,1(k,3)];
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end
end

end

% orders the z-values (least-greatest)of each path and places results
% in second column of pathxyz cell and subtracts 5 from each layer to
% normalize to zero
for c = 1:numpaths

pathxyz0 = [pathxyzc,2(:,1) pathxyzc,2(:,2) -pathxyzc,2(:,3)-5];
[layersc,orderc] = sort(pathxyz0(:,3));
pathxyzc,3 = [pathxyz0(orderc,1) pathxyz0(orderc,2) pathxyz0(orderc,3)];
clear pathxyz0

end

% finds all the z values contained in each path
zvals = layers1(1,1);
for c = 1:numpaths

for v = 2:length(layersc)
z1 = layersc(v-1,1);
z2 = layersc(v,1);
if z2 = z1

zvals = [zvals; layersc(v,1)];
end

end
end

% sorts the found z values and arranges them least to greatest and removes
% duplicate values from zvals
[layersZ,orderZ] = sort(zvals);
zvals = zvals(orderZ,1);
zlayers = layersZ(1,1);
for v = 2:length(layersZ)

z1 = layersZ(v-1,1);
z2 = layersZ(v,1);
if z2 = z1

zlayers = [zlayers; zvals(v,1)];
end

end

% cycles through each layer in the paths to make a movie for each layer
for q = 1:length(zlayers)

czval = zlayers(q);
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slice = cell(numpaths,1);
for c = 1:numpaths

for m = 1:length(pathxyzc,3)
if pathxyzc,3(m,3) == czval

slicec = [slicec; pathxyzc,3(m,1) pathxyzc,3(m,2) pathxyzc,3(m,3)];
end

end
end

% finds the path length (slice) with the most data points
slicesort =[];
for n = 1:length(slice)

slicesort = [slicesort; length(slicen)];
end
[layersslice,orderslice] = sort(slicesort);
mostframes = length(sliceorderslice(numpaths));

% adds dummy points (1,1,0) to keep laser power constant for structures
% containing less points
for c = 1:numpaths

spacer = c; % so dummy points have different holograms
d = length(slicec);
if d < mostframes

for e = d+1:mostframes
slicec(e,1)=spacer;
slicec(e,2)=spacer;
slicec(e,3)=0;

end
end

end

% sets properties for movie figure window
figure(‘Units’,‘pixels’,...

‘Position’,[100 150 resoln resoln],...
‘Toolbar’,‘none’,...
‘Menubar’,‘none’,...
‘Name’,‘Hologram’,...
‘Resize’,‘off’)

% initialize movie and structure
set(gca,‘nextplot’,‘replacechildren’);
hm3D = struct(‘cdata’,zeros(resoln,resoln,3,‘uint8’),‘colormap’,[]);
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hm3D(2:mostframes,1) = hm3D;

grating = -50*(2*pi)*X + -50*(2*pi)*Y;
lens =(2*pi*-zlayers(q)*interval)/(lambda*f^2)*(sqrt((sidelength.*X).^2 +...
(sidelength.*Y).^2)).^2;

% create movie
for p = 1:mostframes

% assigns a value of 1 to the x,y coordinates in the path arrays
% creates cell with lens value for each path
I0 = zeros(resoln,resoln); %for multiple patterns
for c = 1:numpaths

I0(slicec(p,1),slicec(p,2))= 1; %for multiple patterns
%I0 = paths(slice,p,c,resoln); %for array

end

holo = gsaxton(I0);
holo out= mod(holo + grating + lens, 2*pi);

% plots hologram for frame grabbing purposes
axes(‘position’,[0 0 1 1])
imagesc(holo out)
colormap(‘gray’)
axis off
axis square

hm3D(p) = getframe;
clf;

end
save([‘movie’ num2str(q) ‘.mat’], ‘hm3D’)
clear hm3D
close all

end
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gcode3Dparallel.m

% gcode3Dparallel - takes data from gcode3D and generates holograms for
% each layer of the input structure for individual display

close all
format compact

%————————————————————————–
% Set parameters and initializes movie
%————————————————————————–
resoln = 512; %input(’resoln = ’);
lambda = 532e-9;
f = 1.64e-3;
interval = 1e-6;

x = linspace(-1,1,resoln);
y = x;
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y);

% sets properties for movie figure window
figure(‘Units’,‘pixels’,...

‘Position’,[100 100 resoln resoln],...
‘Toolbar’,‘none’,...
‘Menubar’,‘none’,...
‘Name’,‘Hologram’,...
‘Resize’,‘off’)

% initialize movie
set(gca,‘nextplot’,‘replacechildren’);

%————————————————————————–
% Sorts the z column of pathxyz and then removes all duplicate values. (-)
% necessary since MeshCam z-values negative
%————————————————————————–
pathxyz0 = [pathxyz(:,1) pathxyz(:,2) -pathxyz(:,3)];
[layers] = sort(pathxyz0(:,3));

zlayers = [layers(1,1)];
for v = 2:length(layers)

z1 = layers(v-1,1);
z2 = layers(v,1);
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if z2 = z1
zlayers = [zlayers; layers(v,1)];

end
end

%————————————————————————–
% Image creation: Creates image one slice (z-layer) at a time
%————————————————————————–
for q = 1:length(zlayers)

slice=[];
zval = zlayers(q);
for m = 1:length(pathxyz0)

if pathxyz0(m,3) == zval
slice = [slice; pathxyz0(m,1) pathxyz0(m,2) pathxyz0(m,3)];

end
end

% Assigns value of 1 to each coordinate listed in slice (binary image)
I0 = zeros(resoln,resoln);
for mm = 1:length(slice)

I0(slice(mm,1),slice(mm,2))= 1;
end

% Fills in outlined images
I0fill = imfill(I0,‘holes’);
holo = gsaxton(I0fill);
sidelength = lens scaling();

% (-) necessary for proper direction in microscope
lens = (2*pi*-zlayers(q)*interval)/(lambda*f^2)*(sqrt((sidelength.*X).^2 +...
(sidelength.*Y).^2)).^2;

grating = -50*(2*pi)*X + -50*(2*pi)*Y;
holo out = holo + grating + lens;
holo out = mod(holo out,2*pi);

axes(‘position’,[0 0 1 1])
imagesc(I0fill)
colormap(‘gray’)
axis off
axis square
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hm3D(q) = getframe;
end

%————————————————————————–
% Save the MATLAB movie to a file
%————————————————————————–
save movie.mat hm3D
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lens scaling.m

% lens scaling.m - Determines the scaling factor for the lens phase based on
% the optical system parameters.

function [sidelength] = lens scaling()

lens1 = 100*.001; % lens numbered from objective back to SLM
lens2 = 150*.001;
lens3 = 300*.001;
lens4 = 750*.001;

n = 1; % n is refractive index of medium
magobj = 100; % magnification of objective

% Transfer matrices, matrices for planar mirrors excluded (they are identity ma-
trices)
mS1 = [1 lens1/n; 0 1];
mL1 = [1 0; -n/lens1 1];
mS2 = [1 (lens1+lens2)/n; 0 1];
mL2 = [1 0; -n/lens2 1];
mS3 = [1 lens3/n; 0 1];
mL3 = [1 0; -n/lens3 1];
mS4 = [1 (lens3+lens4)/n; 0 1];
mL4 = [1 0; -n/lens4 1];
mS5 = [1 lens4/n; 0 1];

abcd = mS1*mL1*mS2*mL2*mS3*mL3*mS4*mL4*mS5;

% yin and thetain determined by SLM size
yin = 7.5*.001; %(m)
thetain = 0; %
yTheta = abcd * [yin; thetain];

% determine SLM pixel size
pixels = 1024*768;
area = 15*.001*20*.001; %(m^2)
pixelarea = area/pixels; %(m^2)
pixellength = pixelarea^0.5; %(m)
magnify = yTheta(1,1)/yin * magobj;
scale = magnify * pixellength;
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paths.m

% paths.m - Creates multiple focal points from a single structure to
% generate 5 x 5 arrays.

function [I0] = paths(slice,p,c,resoln)

xspace = 25;
yspace = 25;

I0 = zeros(resoln,resoln);

% for multiple patterns and arrays
I0(slicec(p,1),slicec(p,2))= 1;

% only for arrays
I0(slicec(p,1)-xspace,slicec(p,2))= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1)+xspace,slicec(p,2))= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1),slicec(p,2)+yspace)= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1),slicec(p,2)-yspace)= 1;

I0(slicec(p,1)+2*xspace,slicec(p,2))= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1),slicec(p,2)+2*yspace)= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1)-2*xspace,slicec(p,2))= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1),slicec(p,2)-2*yspace)= 1;

I0(slicec(p,1)+2*xspace,slicec(p,2)-2*yspace)= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1)+2*xspace,slicec(p,2)+2*yspace)= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1)-2*xspace,slicec(p,2)+2*yspace)= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1)-2*xspace,slicec(p,2)-2*yspace)= 1;

I0(slicec(p,1)+2*xspace,slicec(p,2)-yspace)= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1)+2*xspace,slicec(p,2)+yspace)= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1)-2*xspace,slicec(p,2)+yspace)= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1)-2*xspace,slicec(p,2)-yspace)= 1;

I0(slicec(p,1)+xspace,slicec(p,2)-2*yspace)= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1)+xspace,slicec(p,2)+2*yspace)= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1)-xspace,slicec(p,2)+2*yspace)= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1)-xspace,slicec(p,2)-2*yspace)= 1;

I0(slicec(p,1)-xspace,slicec(p,2)+yspace)= 1;
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I0(slicec(p,1)-xspace,slicec(p,2)-yspace)= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1)+xspace,slicec(p,2)-yspace)= 1;
I0(slicec(p,1)+xspace,slicec(p,2)+yspace)= 1;
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C.3 Phase Hologram Code

gsaxton.m

% Applies the Gerschberg-Saxton algorithm to generate a phase hologram
% from a proscribed intensity and random phase

function [holo] = gsaxton(I0)

I = fftshift(I0);
[m,n] = size(I);

holo = 2*pi*rand(m,n);

for k = 1:8
u1 = exp(i*holo);
u2 = fft2(u1);
phi = angle(u2);
u2 = I.*exp(i*phi);
u1 = ifft2(u2 );
holo = angle(u1 );

end
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glenses.m

% Uses a combination of grating and lenses to generate points in space.
% Not as accurate as the Gerschberg-Saxton alogrithm

function [holo] = glenses(I0,xsize,ysize)

I = fftshift(double(I0));
image = fft2(I);
phi image = angle(image);

% Constants
lambda= 532e-9;
k= 2*pi/lambda;
focal= 1.64e-3;
const= (-k/(2*focal));

xh = linspace(-1,1,xsize);
yh = linspace(-1,1,ysize);
[Xh,Yh]=meshgrid(xh,yh);

phi lens = const*(Xh.^2 + Yh.^2);
phi h = phi image + phi lens;
holo = mod(phi h,2*pi);
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C.4 Array Measurement

arraydistance.m

% Routine to find the distance between features in an array. The file takes
% in an image file and the points in the array are selected in order from
% left to right, top to bottom using the mouse. contrast is enhanced, so
% good quality images are required. The algorithm computes the centroid,
% which is the center when the shape is symmetric, so there should be no error
% when the shapes in the array close to symmetric. Currently a 5 by 5
% array, other sizes and the code needs to be adjusted. Uses ait centroid
% downloaded from MATLAB Central. This code was written by Matthew
% Johannes and modified by Nathan Jenness.

close all
clear all

pic = imread(‘Scan 7e.tif’);
image(pic)
a=size(pic);
pic=pic(1:a(1),1:a(2));
pic=double(pic);
pic=pic.^(3);
pic=(pic/max(max(pic)))*255;
pic=uint8(pic);
image(pic)

xscale=20;
yscale=20;

% pixels per micron
scale=11.2;

for i=1:25;

[xloc(i),yloc(i)]=ginput(1);

xloc(i)=round(xloc(i));
yloc(i)=round(yloc(i));

picanalyze=pic((yloc(i)-yscale):(yloc(i)+yscale),(xloc(i)-xscale):(xloc(i)+xscale));
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[x(i),y(i)] = ait centroid(picanalyze);
[118]
x(i)=xloc(i)-xscale+x(i);
y(i)=yloc(i)-yscale+y(i);
end

for i=1:4
xdist(i)=(sqrt(abs(x(i+1)-x(i))^2 + abs(y(i+1)-y(i))^2))/scale;
xdist(i+4)=(sqrt(abs(x(i+6)-x(i+5))^2 + abs(y(i+6)-y(i+6))^2))/scale;
xdist(i+8)=(sqrt(abs(x(i+11)-x(i+10))^2 + abs(y(i+11)-y(i+10))^2))/scale;
xdist(i+12)=(sqrt(abs(x(i+16)-x(i+15))^2 + abs(y(i+16)-y(i+15))^2))/scale;
xdist(i+16)=(sqrt(abs(x(i+21)-x(i+20))^2 + abs(y(i+21)-y(i+20))^2))/scale;

end
for i=1:5

ydist(i)=(sqrt(abs(x(i)-x(i+5))^2 + abs(y(i)-y(i+5))^2))/scale;
ydist(i+5)=(sqrt(abs(x(i+5)-x(i+10))^2 + abs(y(i+5)-y(i+10))^2))/scale;
ydist(i+10)=(sqrt(abs(x(i+10)-x(i+15))^2 + abs(y(i+10)-y(i+15))^2))/scale;
ydist(i+15)=(sqrt(abs(x(i+15)-x(i+20))^2 + abs(y(i+15)-y(i+20))^2))/scale;

end

meanx=mean(xdist)
meany=mean(ydist)
xn = detrend(xdist);
yn = detrend(ydist);
[stdx]=norm(xn)/sqrt(length(xn))
[stdy]=norm(yn)/sqrt(length(yn))
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